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A self-contained proof is given of the following result. 
THEOREM. Let K be a non-dentable closed bounded convex nonempty subset of a 
Banach space X so that K equals the closed convex hull of its weak-to-norm points of 
continuity. There exists a nonempty subset W of K satisfying 
W is non-dentable closed convex and the 
weak and norm topologies on W coincide, (*I 
Moreover there exists a closed linear subspace Y of X so that Y has a Finite-Dimen- 
sional Decomposition and a nonempty convex subset W satisfying (*). 
(Any bounded set W satisfying (*) has no extreme points.) This yields the recent 
discovery of W. Schachermayer that a closed bounded convex subset of a Banach 
space has the Radon-Nikodym Property (RNP) provided it has the Convex Point 
of Continity Property (CPCP) and the Krein-Milman Property (KMP), and the 
CPCP case of the earlier discovery of J. Bourgain that a Banach space has the RNP 
provided every subspace with a Finite-Dimensional Decomposition has the RNP. 
The proof is a variation and crystallization of the original arguments for these 
discoveries. In particular, the proof uses the concept of convex sets with small 
combinations of slices. This is a refinement of the concept of strong regularity, 
introduced by N. Ghoussoub, G. Godefroy, and B. Maurey; both concepts 
crystallize ideas appearing in Bourgain’s work. The proof also yields further results 
concerning the structure of non-dentable convex sets. 0 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
Contents. Introduction. 1. Preliminaries. 2. Stability results. 3. Non-dentable 
sets with small combinations of slices. 
Let X be a Banach space and W a closed convex subset of X. W is said 
to have the Convex Point of Continuity Property (the CPCP) if every non- 
empty closed bounded convex subset K of W.has a weak-to-norm point of 
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continuity (a PC) relative to K. Some time ago, J. Bourgain proved in [ 1 ] 
that if X fails the Radon-Nikodym Property (the RNP), then X has a sub- 
space Y with a Finite-Dimensional Decomposition (an FDD) which fails 
the RNP. His proof splits into two cases: X satisfying or failing the CPCP. 
The CPCP case is far more involved, requiring considerable penetration 
into the structure of non-dentable sets. (For a recent simplified proof of the 
non-CPCP case, see Theorem 4.2 of [ 123.) Recently, W. Schachermayer 
[15] proved the remarkable result that if X fails the RNP but satisfies the 
CPCP, then X fails the Krein-Milman Property (KMP). That is, there 
exists a closed bounded convex subset K of X so that K has no extreme 
points. We give here a self-contained exposition of the following result. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose X fails the RNP but satisfies the CPCP. Then 
there exists a subspace Y of X so that Y has an FDD but fails the KMP. 
It is known that the RNP implies the KMP, so evidently Theorem 1 is 
precisely the union of the CPCP case of Bourgain’s result and the result of 
Schachermayer stated above. (After writing a preliminary version of this 
paper, we learned of another exposition of the “hard” case of Bourgain’s 
theorem, presented by Schachermayer in [ 163.) The famous problem 
which remains open, both globally and locally, is whether the KMP 
implies the RNP; equivalently (in the local setting), whether every 
non-dentable closed bounded convex subset of a Banach space contains a 
non-dentable closed convex subset without extreme points. 
Certain of Bourgain’s arguments and discoveries in [l-3] lead to the 
following concept, explicitly identified and developed by N. Ghoussoub, 
G. Godefroy, and B. Maurey (see [7]): Let K be a closed bounded convex 
subset of X. K is said to be strongly regular if every nonempty convex 
subset L of K contains a convex combination of slices of L which is of 
arbitrarily small diameter. (Terms such as “slice” and “dentable” are 
defined in Section 1.) We refine this idea by defining K to have small com- 
binations of slices (SCS) if every slice of K contains a convex combination 
of slices of K which is of arbitrarily small diameter. Precisely, K has SCS ly 
for every slice S of K and E > 0, there exist n, slices S,, . . . . S, of K, and 
positive scalars A,, . . . . A,, with C;= 1 li = 1 so that WC S and diam W< E, 
where W=;l,S, + ... + 2,s”. It follows easily from the ideas given in [7] 
that K is strongly regular (if and) only if L has SCS for every closed convex 
subset L of K (see the beginning of Section 3 below). Henceforth we shall 
employ the terminology “the small combinations of slices property” (the 
SCSP) in place of “strong regularity.” It also follows easily from a basic 
result of Bourgain’s (Lemma 1.5 below) that K has SCS provided K equals 
the closed convex hull of its PC’s and (as noted in [7]) K has the SCSP 
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provided K has the CPCP. (It is an open question as to whether either of 
these implications can be reversed.)’ 
The fundamental result of Schachermayer proved in [lS] goes as 
follows; If a closed bounded convex set K has the SCSP and fails the RNP, 
then K contains a closed convex nonempty subset W with no extreme points. 
(K has the RNP if and only if every closed convex nonempty subset of K is 
dentable.) Our primary objective is to give an exposition of the result of 
Bourgain mentioned above and this result of Schachermayer (which 
together imply Theorem 1 by the previous remarks). Our main result is as 
follows : 
THEOREM 2. Let K be a closed bounded nonempty convex subset of X 
so that K is non-dentable and has SCS. Then there exists a closed convex 
nonempty subset W of K so that 
W is non-dentable and the weak and norm topologies on W coincide. (*) 
Moreover there exists a subspace Y of X so that Y has an FDD and a closed 
bounded convex nonempty subset W satisfying (*). 
A recent result [ 111 yields that if W satisfies (*), then W has no extreme 
points. (For completeness, we present a proof in Section 3.) Thus 
Theorem 2 achieves our objective. Its proof consists of a variation and 
crystallization of the reasoning found in the fundamental work of Bourgain 
and Schachermayer described above. For example, most of the arguments 
in [ 1, 151 (and also [7]) which assume the SCSP really only make use of 
the property of having SCS. We feel it is important, when possible, to 
present the geometry of a closed bounded convex set in terms of its convex 
weak neighborhoods rather than in terms of its arbitrary convex subsets. 
That is why we have crystallized the SCS in our discussion. 
The point of continuity property (the PCP) is defined in exactly the 
same way as the CPCP, except that one omits the requirement that the sets 
be convex (see [4]). Evidently if W satisfies (*), then W has the PCP since 
every point of W is a PC relative to W. Thus Theorem 2 also yields the 
following: 
COROLLARY. Suppose that X is a Banach space whose (closed bounded 
convex) PCP subsets have the RNP. Then the SCSP subsets of X also have 
the RNP. 
(It is known that L’[O, 11% a Banach space with such a property. Since 
RNP sets have denting points, the RNP implies the PCP. It is also known 
’ Nofe added in proof This has been solved in the negative, by W. Schachermayer and by 
S. Argyros, E. Odell, and H. Rosenthal. See W. Schachermayer, “An example concerning 
strong regularity and points of continuity in Banach spaces,” and S. Argyros, E. Odell, and 
H. Rosenthal, “On certain convex subsets of co,” both articles to appear in the “Longhorn 
Notes, U.T. Functional Analysis Seminar, 19861987, The University of Texas at Austin.” 
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that the PCP does not imply the RNP [4] and the CPCP does not imply 
the PCP [a].) 
Our fascination with the KMP 3 RNP problem stems mainly from the 
desire to understand the structure of non-dentable sets. We thus obtain 
further explicit structural properties in Section 3. For example, 
Theorem 3.12 yields that a nonempty non-dentable SCS set contains a 
&bush with levels uniformly Auerbach. We do not know if general non- 
dentable closed bounded convex nonempty sets admit such a structure. 
Theorem 3.12 also yields that the set W of the first part of Theorem 2 may 
be constructed so that W is aflinely isometric to a subset W’ of a Banach 
space dual to a separable Banach space so that the weak and weak* 
topologies coincide on W’ with Ext W’* weak*-compact, homeomorphic 
to the Cantor discontinuum, and “biorthogonal.” 
The proofs of the above theorems require certain stability results, involv- 
ing n-tuples of slices of non-dentable sets. These results are assembled in 
Section 2. Two of these results in particular, Theorems 2.2 and 2.4, lie 
quite deep. They are due to Schachermayer and Bourgain, respectively, and 
appear to us to be basic tools in the study of non-dentable sets. We present 
preliminary results concerning terminology and elementary properties of 
slices in Section 1. We refer the reader to [S, 63 for basic background 
material. 
We wish finally to give an outline of the route we take to prove 
Theorem 2, and also to indicate the difference between our approach and 
the one in [ 151. We regard X as contained in X**. For W a subset of X 
(or possibly of X**), let @ denote the weak* closure of W. Let 
L’ = L’[O, l] be the standard Lebesgue space on the unit interval and 9 
the set of probability densities in L’. Let K be a closed bounded convex 
subset of X so that K has the SCSP and K fails the RNP. It is proved in 
[15] that there exists a bounded linear operator T: L’ -+ X so that WC K 
and W has no extreme points, where W = m. (One then has that 
I$‘= T**$.) It follows from Proposition 2.6 of [15] that moreover W is 
non-dentable and T** I.@ is weak*-to-norm continuous at every p in B 
such that T**p belongs to W. This implies that W satisfies (*); that is, the 
weak and norm topologies coincide on W. Indeed, suppose this were false. 
Then choose 6 > 0, x in W, and (x,) a net in W with x, +x weakly and 
jl.x,--xl/ >6 for all 01. Now choose for each c1 a pL, in g with T**p,=x,; 
then choose (p(,!) a subnet of (p,) and p in .?? with &, + ~1 weak*. It follows 
that T**p,, + T* *p weak*; hence since the weak topology on X equals 
the relative weak* topology, T**p = x. But then x,, + x in norm, a con- 
tradiction. The argument in [lS] is thus directed at obtaining this weak*- 
norm continuity behavior and other invariants of the map T**. We prefer 
instead to work directly in the set K embedded in R to obtain the property 
isolated out in (*). We express our discussion in terms of building &bushes 
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in K, but of course this is the same as constructing appropriate operators 
T: L’ +X with TCP c K. 
The construction of a W satisfying (*) occurs in Section 3. Lemma 3.5 
gives a technical result for constructing a b-bush as the “intersection” of a 
“bush of sets.” This technique is of course the fundamental building tool for 
the constructions in [l-3]. (Bushes and finitely branching trees are defined 
prior to the statement of 3.5, where their connection with martingales is 
indicated.) Our set W is constructed as the closed convex hull of a &bush. 
Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7 then provide criteria for achieving that W satisfies (*). 
In particular, 3.7 uses the stability criterion formulated in Theorem 2.2. 
The construction itself is then carried out via Theorem 3.8 and its proof. 
The argument up to this point requires the preceding development in Sec- 
tions l-3 except for Theorem 2.4 of Section 2. Besides giving the existence 
of a set W satisfying (*), Lemma 3.5 and the construction in Theorem 3.8 
also yield directly another geometric proof of the known result that every 
closed bounded convex set K with the RNP is the closed convex hull of its 
denting points (and so has the KMP); for a previous probabilistic proof, 
see [lo]. They also yield the existence of what we term SCS points in every 
set with SCS: these are points with a stronger property than the “strongly 
regular” points introduced in [7]. (See the remarks following the proof 
of Theorem 3.8.) We then proceed with the proof of the second part of 
Theorem 2, first formulating a result essentially equivalent to the one of 
Bourgain described above, in Theorem 3.9. The existence of the set W 
satisfying the conclusion of the full statement of Theorem 2 follows from 
the construction specified in Theorem 3.10. After its statement we deduce 
Theorem 3.9. Finally, we follow this with the proof of Theorem 3.10, thus 
completing the proof of Theorem 2. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We give some notation and definitions here that are used throughout. 
We also assemble some elementary results concerning the afline topological 
geometry of convex sets in locally convex spaces. Our main interest is the 
case of a Banach space endowed with the weak or weak* topology. 
Let E be a locally convex space, K a bounded nonempty subset of E, f a 
nonzero member of E *, and a > 0. We introduce the following notation: 
Wf)=Mf,K)=supfW), 
S(f, a) = S(f, a, K) = {XE K: f(x) b M(f) - a}, 
$f,a)=$f,a,K)={xEK:f(x)>M(f)-a}, 
BS(f,a)=BS(f,a,K)={x~K:f(x)=M(f)-a}. 
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We thus delete K if it is understood. Given f and tl, we refer to S(f, ~1, K) 
as the slice of K determined by f and M, $(f, ct, K) as the open slice of K 
determined by f and ~1, and SS(f, ) a as the bottom of the slice determined 
by f and a. (We shall always then understand that f E (E* - (0)) and 
a>O.) 
DEFINITION. A subset W of K is called a slice of K (respectively an open 
slice of K) if there exist f nonzero in E* and a > 0 so that W = S(f, a, K) 
(respectively W = S(f, a, K)). 
Evidently a slice of K is a weak neighborhood in K and an open slice of 
K is a weak-open neighborhood in K. (If X is a topological space and K is 
a subset of X, a set W is called a neighborhood in K if W c K and Int W, the 
interior of W, is nonempty in the relative topology on K.) 
Although the concepts of “open slice” and “slice-bottom” seem tied to 
the particular f and a representing a slice, in most interesting cases they 
are not. 
LEM~~A 1.1. Let E be a locally convex space, K a bounded convex subset, 
and S a proper slice of K (i.e., S is a slice of K with S # K). Suppose f E E *, 
f # 0, a > 0, and S = S(f, a, K). Let T denote either the E-topology or the 
weak topology on K. 
(a) S = S(f, a, K) equals the t-interior of S and S = 3. 
(b) BS = BS(f, a, K) is nonempty and equals the z-boundary of S. 
(c) K N S is an open slice of K. 
We leave the elementary proof to the reader. (We also note that S = 3 if 
S is “improper,” i.e., S= K.) We shall be interested in “large” convex sets 
K; all our slices S can be taken to be proper if desired. Thus we may refer 
to S and BS without specifying the particular f and a determining S. We 
also note in passing the evident fact that for any bounded nonempty set K 
in E, a subset W of K is a slice of K if and only if W is the intersection of a 
closed half-space H of E with K so that Int H n K # @ (that is, if and only 
ifthereisanonzerofEE*andascalarcsothat W=Kn{xEE:f(x)>c} 
and Kn{xEE:f(x)>c}#@). 
The importance of slices derives in part from the following elementary 
consequence of the Hahn-Banach theorem. (Throughout, for any non- 
empty set L, co L denotes the convex hull of L and iZ5 L the closure of 
co L.) 
LEMMA 1.2. Let E be a locally convex space, L, K bounded subsets of E 
with @ # L c K, and x E K. Then the following assertions are equivalent. 
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(b) thereisasliceSofKsothatx~SandSn~L=@; 
(c) there is a slice S of K so that x E S and S n L = a. 
Of more fundamental importance is the following result. (Ext K denotes 
the set of extreme points of K.) 
LEMMA 1.3. Let E be a locally convex space, K a compact convex subset 
of E, and x E K. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) XE Ext K. 
(b) The family of open slices of K containing x forms a neighborhood 
base for x (relative to K). 
((b) =- (a) holds assuming only that K is a bounded convex subset of E.) 
Proof: (a) + (b): Let W be an open neighborhood of x in K. Choose 
n, fi ,..., f, in E* and E>O so that V=U,X:, ,,,,, ~rn;,nKc W, where 
'x;./i,..., fn:E ={y~E:lf.(y)-f,(x)(<sforall l<i<n} 
For all i, 1 <i<n, set 
L+ = {kE K:f.(k)>fi(x)+E} and L,: = {k~K:f,(k)<f.(x)-E}. 
Then evidently 
-VnK= fi (L+uL;). 
i= I 
Since x E V and x E Ext K, x $ co(K- V). But co(K N V) is a compact set 
since LI+ and L; are compact convex subsets of K for all i. Hence by 
Lemma 1.2, there is a slice S so that x E S and Sn (K- V) = /25; that is, 
SC VC W, proving (b). 
To see that (b) * (a), suppose to the contrary that x $ Ext K and choose 
u and v E K with (U + v)/2 = x and u # x. By the Hahn-Banach theorem we 
may choose f E E* with f(u) # f(x). It follows by linearity that then also 
f(v)#f(x). Let a=min{If(u)-f(x)l, If(v)-f(x)j} and set W= {~EK: 
If(k) -f(x)1 <a>. Th ere is no open slice S of K with x E S and SC W. 
Indeed, were S such a slice, then evidently u +! S and v $ S. But K- S is 
convex, so x = (u + v)/2 $9. 1 
Let E and K be as in the preceding lemma, and S be a slice of K. It is of 
course evident from the Krein-Milman theorem that S n Ext K# Qr, for if 
S is determined by f E E* and a > 0, we simply set W, = (k E K: f(k) = 
sup f(K)} and let x E Ext IV’,. Then x E Sn Ext K. We require stronger 
information, however. 
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LEMMA 1.4. Let E and K he as in 1.3 and suppose S is a slice of K. Then 
(a) ExtSc(SnExtK)uBSand 
(b) S = co( L u BS), where L = ?%( S n Ext K). 
Proof Part (b) follows from (a) since S= W Ext S by the Krein- 
Milman theorem, co(L u BS) is already compact, and Ext S c L u BS by 
(a). Let feE*- {O} an d c1> 0 so that S= S(f, a) and set M= M(f). Let 
SE Ext S and suppose s$ BS. Then trivially SE S. Suppose s 4 Ext K. 
Choose k, , k, E K with s = (k, + k,)/2 and k, # s. Since K w S is convex, it 
is impossible that both k, and k, are not in S. Assume that k, E S; since 
s E Ext S, we have that k, # S. Since then f(s) > M - c( and f(k2) < M - CC, 
there must be a point y on the straight line segment joining s to k2 such 
that f(y) = M- CY. But then y E S and there exists a 0 < 1~ 1 with 
s = Ak, + (1 - A) y, hence s $ Ext S, a contradiction. 1 
The following basic result is due to J. Bourgain [ 11. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let F be a locally convex space, K a bounded convex subset 
of E, and W a weak neighborhood in K. Then W contains a convex com- 
bination of slices of K. That is, there exist n, numbers A,, . . . . A,, with C Ai= I 
and %, > 0 for all i, and slices S,, . . . . S, of K so that C AiSi c W. 
Proof. Choose x E K, n, f ,  , . . . . f ,  in E*, and E > 0 so that 
v = U,;.f I,...,. f”;E n Kc W (where we use the same notation as in the proof of 
Lemma 1.3). As usual, let 1,” denote R” endowed with the norm 
ljxll = sup; ]x;l. Define T: E -+ 1; by TX= (fi(x), . . . . f,,(x)) for all XE E. 
Since K is bounded and convex, G = m is a compact convex nonempty 
subset of 1,“. Next we note that if S is a slice of G, T- ‘S n K is a slice of K. 
Indeed, let S be determined by cp and a; i.e., S = S(cp, 01, G). It follows easily 
from the continuity of T that setting f  = cpo T, then f  E E* and 
T-l Sn K= S(J ~1, K). Now a classical result asserts that G = co Ext G. 
Hence we may choose m a positive integer, positive scalars A,, . . . . I*, with 
C~!r&=l,andg, ,..., g,~.ExtGsothat 
m 
TX= 2 Jig,. 
i= 1 
By Lemma 1.3 we may choose slices W,, . . . . W,,, of G so that for all 
i, gi E Wi and diam Wj < E. Now set Si = T-’ Wi n K for all i. By our obser- 
vation above we have that the S,‘s are all slices of K. For each i, let kiE Si; 
then 11 Tk, - g,l( < E. Hence I]C li Tk, - C Ai g,l( < E. That is, 
IIT(E~tki)-TxII = SUP Ifj(X~~ki)-fj(X)I <E* 
Thus C I,S, c VC W, completing the proof. 1 
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We pass now to the Banach-space case. Throughout the remainder of 
Section 1, we let X denote a fixed Banach space. For x E X, we let 2 denote 
the canonical member of X** such that i(f) =f(x) for all f EX*. We 
regard X as a subspace of X** and introduce the “A” notation just to 
avoid confusion. For W c X, IV denotes the norm closure of Wand IP the 
weak closure of W. For any WC X **, 8’ denotes the weak* closure of W 
and 15% W the weak*-closed convex hull of W. It is worth pointing out that if 
WC X, then @n X= P. 
For the next four results, we assume that K is a fixed closed bounded 
convex subset of X. The first of these four shows that the weak* slices of If 
are precisely the weak* closures in X** of the slices of K. 
,COROLLARY 1.6. (a) Let S be a slice of K determined bv f E X* - (0) 
and ct > 8, i.e., S = S(f, CI, K). Then M(f, K) = M(x E) and- 3 = S(x ~1, E). 
Also 3 = s(jr CI, R) n K. 
(b) Suppose W is a weak* slice of z. Then W = 3 for some slice S 
of K. 
Remark. It also follows trivially that S is a proper slice of K if and only 
if 3 is a proper slice of K. Hence in this case, by Lemma 1.1 and 1.6(a), $ 
equals the weak* interior of 3 relative to (E, w*) and so is determined 
independently of the defining functional f and scalar a. Evidently then also 
S= $n K. ((z, w*) denotes the topological space R endowed with the 
relative weak * topology. ) 
Proof of 1.6. It is evident for any nonempty bounded set K that 
M(f, K) = M(l R). This implies immediately that S = $1 a, R) n K and 
also 2 c S(j a, R). It is moreover evident that S(x a, R) c 3 c 3. But by 
Lemma 1.1, S(j; a, R) = 3(j; a, R), so the equality of (a) follows. Now (b) 
is immediate. Indeed, a weak* continuous functional on X** is of the form 
f for some f EX*. Hence choose f E X*w (0) and ct>O so that 
W= S(x a, R); then W= 3, where S= S(f, a, K), by part (a). 1 
We arrive now at a fundamental construct (introduced by Bourgain in 
[ 11) in the analysis of convex sets in a Banach space. 
DEFINITION. Let S be a slice of K determ-ined by f and a. Set 
S, = s(x a, R) n Ext K. 
Remark. If S is a proper slice of K, then S, is defined independently of 
f and a; by the remark following Corollary 1.6, S, is then simply the set of 
extreme points of r?- belonging to the weak* interior of 3 (relative to 
(R w*)). 
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The next two results will be extremely useful in the sequel. 
COROLLARY 1.7. Let S be a slice of K, eE S,, and U a weak* 
neighborhood of e (relative to R). There exists a slice S’ of K wih S’ c .$, 
3’~ U, and eESb. 
Proof Let S = S(f, a, K). Then V= S(j: a, K) n U is a weak* neighbor- 
hood of e. Since R is weak*-compact, by Lemma 1.3 we may choose W a 
weak*-open slice of R with e E W c V. Thus we may choose g E X* N (0) 
and j?>O so that W=S(g,fi,K). W e may then choose O<y<p so that 
e E S(g, y, R) also. Then S’ = S(g, y, K) has the desired properties by the 
preceding corollary. 1 
We let Ba( Y) = { y E Y: I/ y(l < 1 }, for any Banach space Y. Also, for any 
bounded nonempty subset W of Y, diam W, the diameter of W, is 
defined as 
sup{ II WI- WA : WI, w2 E W}. 
LEMMA 1.8. Let S be a slice of K and q > 0 be given. There exists a slice 
S’ of K with S’ c 9 and s’ c c”o S, + q Ba(X**). 
(This is Lemma 13 of Cl].) 
Proof: Let f eX* - (01, a > 0, and S= S(A a, K). We shall in fact 
show that we may take S’ = S(f, y, K), for y sufficiently small. Let 
M= M(f, K), fix 0 < y < a, and let SE s(f, y, K). By Lemma 1.4(b), 
3 = co(G S, v Bz), hence we may choose 0 6 i 6 1, e E 65 S,, and b E B!$ 
with 
s=Ae+(l-R)b. 
We thus have 
Hence 1 - ;i <y/a. Thus /Is - eJJ = (1 - ,I) Jle - b/J d (y/a), p, where P = 
diam R ( =diam K). We thus need only take y so small that (y/a) p < q, to 
complete the proof. 1 
Remark. Evidently we have simply proved that for S= S(f, a, K), 
defining d, = sup(d(s, 155 S,): s E s(J y, K)}, we have that d, -+ 0 as y --) 0. 
COROLLARY 1.9. Let f be a nonzero member of X*. Then 
lim diam S(A y, K) = ,‘FO diam S& Y, K). (1) 
y-0 
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ProoJ: First note that for any bounded nonempty subset W of X, 
diam W= diam iZ8 W= diam c”o & (2) 
Next note that the limits in (1) exist. We then obtain from (2) that the limit 
on the left dominates the limit on the right. But fix a > 0; the proof of our 
preceding result shows that 
hmO diam S(S, y, K) < diam S,(f, a, K) 
(see the above Remark). Thus the limits in (1) are equal. 1 
We now drop our convention concerning “K.” 
DEFINITION. For any bounded nonempty subset K of X, let 
6(K) = inf{diam S: S is a slice of K). 
COROLLARY 1.10. For all bounded nonempty subsets K of X, 
6(K) = 6(Ei K). 
ProojI Let fEX*- (0) and a > 0. Then we easily obtain that 
M(f, K) = M(f; W K); hence 
W a, K) = XL a, W K). 
This proves that 6(K) <8(W K). To show that 6(W K) <6(K), set 
W = W( K). Then for f and a as above, by the Krein-Milman theorem and 
standard reasoning, 
M(f; W) = M(j; Ext @‘) and Ext @‘CR. (3) 
Hence 
BY (2) and (4), 
S,(fi a, W) = s(f a, Ext @t) 
= S(j; a, Q 
= $L a, 0 
(4) 
diam S,(f; a, W) < diam s(f, a, K) = diam S(f, a, K). 
By Corollary 1.9 and (5), 
(5) 
6( W) 6 diam S,(f, a, W) < diam S(f, a, K) 
and hence 6( W) < 6(K), as desired. 1 
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We recall the following fundamental concept: A bounded nonempty sub- 
set K of a Banach space is said to be dentabfe if for all E > 0, there exists a 
k E K so that k #W{y E K: \ly- kll 2 a}. It follows immediately from 
Lemma 1.2 that K is dentable if and only if K has slices of arbitrarily small 
diameter; that is, if and only if 6(K) = 0. We thus obtain from 
Corollary 1.10 that K is dentable if and only if W K is dentable (cf. [ 51). 
2. STABILITY RESULTS 
Throughout this section, X is a fixed Banach space and K is a fixed non- 
empty closed bounded convex subset of X. For a subset A of X, [A] 
denotes the closed linear span of the elements of A. For a positive integer n, 
S shall denote an n-tuple (S,, . . . . S,) of slices of K; the symbol s‘ shall 
denote a member (sr , . . . . s,) of x” (or possibly of (X**)“), A= (A,, . . . . ,I,,) a 
member of [w”. Given 3, 3 denotes the n-tuple (3,) . . . . 3,) of slices of R and 
$E the n-tuple (S,,, . . . . S,,). (Recall that for a slice S, S, denotes 
Sn Ext z.) We introduce an order relation on these slice n-tuples as 
follows: given S and S’, we define 3’ 6 S if Sl c Si for all i. A stability result 
is one whose conclusion contains a statement concerning an n-tuple of 
slices S of K, which automatically holds for all 3’ with S’ < S. 
The main results of this section all have the following form: given an 
n-tuple of slices ?, there exists an $6 f satisfying certain conditions; S is 
thus “stabilized” by these conditions. We first state the four main stability 
results of this section, then pass to their proofs. (These all have the charac- 
ter of lemmas in the sense that they are formulated as tools for the infinite- 
dimensional constructions of the next section. However, we refer to 
the results lying rather far below the surface as “theorems” rather than 
“lemmas.“) 
DEFINITIONS. Given fe X* and W a nonempty bounded subset of X, 
we set Oscfj W= sup{ If(w)-f(w’)l : w, W’E W}. 
Given F a nonzero finite-dimensional subspace (= linear subspace) of 
X* and @= (W,, . . . . W,) an n-tuple of nonzero bounded subsets of X, we 
set 
(Of course we refer to Osc f I W (respectively Osc FI I&‘) as the oscillation 
off on W (respectively the oscillation of F on I@.) 
Our first stability result is due to J. Bourgain [ 11. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let E > 0, n a positive integer, F a nonzerofinite-dimensional 
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subspace of X*, and f an n-tuple of slices of K be given. There exists an 
,$< psso that 
OSCF(S<E. (6) 
We shall say that l? is E-stabilized with respect to oscillations of F if ,!? 
satisfies (6). 
Our next stability result is a reformulation of the recent fundamental 
stability results of W. Schachermayer [15]. We first need some natural 
(standard) concepts. Given A and B nonempty subsets of X and x E X, we set 
d(x, A)=inf{jlx-all:aEA} 
and 
md(A, B)=inf{(la-bl/:aEA, bEB}. 
(We refer to d(x, A) as the distance from x to A and md(A, B) as the 
minimum distance between A and B.) We also let C, denote the subset of 
R” consisting of all I = (A,, . . . . 1,) with C Ai= 1 and A, k0 for all i. (More 
generally, if W is any finite nonempty set, we let C(W) denote the set of all 
functions f from W to R with f(w) 2 0 for all w  E W and C,, wf( w) = 1. 
Thus C,J=C({l,..., nj).) 
THEOREM 2.2. Let E > 0, n a positive integer, G a finite-dimensional 
subspace of X, and F an n-tuple of slices of K be given. There exists an $6 i: 
so thatfor all gEGandXEC,, 
d(g,J,S,+ ... +A,S,)>diam 
(&S, + .‘. +I,S,) 
2 
- E. (7) 
We shall say that 3 is G-E stabilized with respect to diameters of convex 
combinations if (7) holds for aN g E G and x E C,. 
The next stability result is new, although the n = 1 case is certainly well 
known. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let 6 > 0 and assume that diam S> 6 for all slices S of K. 
Let 0 <E < IC < 6/2, G a finite-dimensional subspace of X**, n a positive 
integer, and F an n-tuple of slices of K be given. There exist an $< F and an 
f= (f,, .,., f,)E (Ba(X*))” so that for all i, 
OSCf.(Si<& @a) 
f{(S) > K for all s E Si WI 
Ifits) Q 0 for all sE lJ,+iSj 03~) 
f. I G. W) 
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Hence setting K’ = K - E, 
for all ge G, :E 3, and CIE R”. (8e) 
We shall say that (G, 3) is rc’-Auerbach stabilized if s satisfies (8e). We 
shall say that (G, 3) is (IC, &)-Auerbach stabilized by f if s and f satisfy 
(8a)-(Sd) for all i. (If G is the zero space, we replace (G, $ by 3.) Thus the 
final (easily proved) assertion of 2.2 means that if (G, 9) is (K, .s)-Auerbach 
stabilized by 7, then (G, ,!? is (K - s)-Auerbach stabilized. We also note that 
if L is a convex bounded set in X, then inf()\1\( : 1~ L> =inf{ llfl[: TEE}. 
Hence if (G, 9) is rc-Auerbach stabilized, the inequality in (8e) holds for all 
g E G, SE 3, and CIE R”. Also if (G, 3) is (K, s)-Auerbach stabilized by 1, the 
analogous assertions in (8ak(8d) hold, replacing f, by A and Si (resp. Sj) 
by si (resp. zj). 
Our final stability result strengthens a stability lemma of J. Bourgain [2, 
Lemma 5.101. It is perhaps the deepest of the main results of this section. 
(For x E X and Y a subspace of X*, we let [Ix I Y\I = Iii 1 YII = sup{ 1 y(x)\ : 
wBa(~)).) 
THEOREM 2.4, Assume K is non-dentable. Let E > 0, and let n, G, and p 
be as in 2.3. There exist an s< F and a finite-dimensional subspace F of X* 
so that 
((R+~,cis:~/~(1+6)//(g+~~cisi)lF~l 
for all g E G, s”, $E 3, and CIE R”. (9) 
We shall say that (G, s) is &-stabilized by F with respect to the norms of 
linear combinations if (9) holds. 
(The statement of Bourgain’s result is identical to that of 2.4 except that 
the primes “I” are omitted.) In fact, our proof of Theorem 2 of the 
Introduction only requires Bourgain’s result, although more work seems to 
be necessary to obtain Theorem 2.4. However, we believe that 2.4 itself 
may be useful in other applications, some of which are given in 
Theorem 3.12 below. 
We now present the proofs. 
Proof of 2.1. This is a very simple consequence of our Corollary 1.7. 
For each i, choose eiE TiE. Let U, = {R E R: lflz) -A( <c/2 for all SE F 
with )I f 1) = 1 }. Then Ui is a weak* neighborhood of e, (in R). Hence by 
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Corollary 1.7 we may choose a slice Si of K with Sic Ti and sic Ui. But 
then it follows that if k, k’ E gi, then k, k’ E Ui and hence if f~ F with 
Ilf /I = 1, 
Since si is weak*-compact and {f~ F: l/f/l = 1> is norm-compact, it 
follows that Osc FI Si < E for all i, and hence ,‘!?= (S,, ,.., S,) has the desired 
properties. 1 
We proceed now with the proof of Theorem 2.2. Fix n a positive integer 
and let (I.)[, denote the 1 ‘-norm on R”. Let A4 = diam K and m = sup{ Ilk]/ : 
k E K}. We first need some simple inequalities concerning the quantities 
in (7). 
LEMMA 2.5. Let ,!? be an n-tuple of slices of K, g E X, and &, GE C,. Then 
(a) I% C PJ~) - d(g, C ViSiJl6 m Ilk- 41 I and 
(b) ldiamC~iSj-diamCviSiIdMII~-~ll,. 
ProoJ For any s’in 3, 
Hence 
This implies that d(g, C nisi) d d(g, C v,S,) + m ill;- dll 1, which yields (a) 
by symmetry. 
Similarly, for S: s” in 3, 
These inequalities yield that diam(C piSi) < diam(C viSi) + A4 II@-- Gil r, 
which implies (b) by symmetry. 1 
We may easily complete the proof of Theorem 2.2 using 2.5, a simple 
compactness argument, and the following special case of 2.2. 
607/70/l-2 
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LEMMA 2.6. Let E > 0, i: an n-tuple of slices of K, gE X and 2~ C, be 
given. Then there exists an s< F satisfying (7). 
(This is a reformulation of the fundamental result, Lemma 2.8 of [lS].) 
We first prove Theorem 2.2 using 2.6 and then prove Lemma 2.6. Let 
E, n, G, and ? be as in the statement of Theorem 2.2. Set a = m + M/2. Now 
for any g E G, any 3, and any sic C,, if (I gJI > a, then 
d(g,~iiSj)~~~glI-m>am=~~diam(fiisi). (10) 
Evidently we thus need only concern ourselves with g E a Ba(G). Let F be a 
finite q-net in C, and W a finite q-net in CL Ba(G). (That is, Fc C, and 
for $E C,, there is an 7~ F with jj@-f\j, <v; similarly for W.) Now 
Lemma 2.6 is a stability result. (That is, if J? satisfies (7) and ,Y? 6 J?, then ,!? 
satisfies (7)) By applying the result # F . # W times, we may choose 36 F 
so that 
d(w,p,S, + ... +~n&)> 
diam(grS, + ... +p”S,) 
2 -v (11) 
for all 6 E F and w  E W. Now let g E G and 1 E C,. Then (7) holds trivially 
by (10) if I( gj) > CI, so assume 1) gll < 01. Choose then w  E W and $E F with 
llw-gll <rl and II+~ll,<v 
Then we have that 
d(g, 1,S, + ... + I,$,) 
> d(w, A, S, + ... +I,S,)-q 
2 d(w, ~1 Sl+ ... +pnS,)-mq-q (by 2.5) 
,diam(p,S, + ... +p,S,) 
2 -v-(m+l)v (by (11)) 
2 
diam(l,Sr + ... +A,S,) Mq 
2 
-2-(m+2)fj (by 2.5). 
Evidently the proof is completed by setting n = s/(tM + m + 2). 1 
We now proceed with the proof of Lemma 2.6. Following Schacher- 
mayer [ 151, define T by 
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Now let q > 0, to be decided later, and choose S’ d F with 
diam 1 A,Sl -CT+?. 
( > 
Now we next claim that there exists an e’~ 3; so that 
Were this false, then for each e’ and e” E Sk, 
that is, 
diam 1 A$;, <r -2rl. 
( ) 
Then letting Wi = c”o S:, for all i, we obtain also that 
diam c Ai W, Qz-2~. 
( ) 
17 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
Indeed, W= Ai W, + . . . + A,, W,, is a weak*-compact convex set. Hence 
since W = c&5 Ext W by the Krein-Milman theorem, diam W = diam Ext W. 
But we easily see that Ext WC 1, Ext W, + . . . + & Ext W, and of course 
Ext Wi c $, for all i. Hence 
= diam W< diam 
= diam 1 A,,!$, 
( > 
Next by Lemma 1.8, we may choose for each i a slice S,!’ of K with S;’ E Si 
and 
S;C W,+q/2BaX**. (15) 
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Then letting s’, s” in (S;l, . . . . Si), for each i we may choose wi and wl in W, 
with /Isi - will and 11s; - w:II <q/2. Hence 
+ CAi[(Si-Wi)+(SI-W:)] il 
Thus from (14) and the definition of r, 
a contradiction. 
Thus we may choose 8~s; satisfying (13). Hence we may choose an 
fcX* with llfll = 1 so that 
(16) 
Define U by 
(17) 
U is an open neighborhood of Z in the weak* topology on &‘. Thus of 
course we may choose Wi open in (z, w*) so that ei E Wi for all i and 
fly=, Wi c U. Finally, by Corollary 1.7, for each i we may choose a slice Si 
of K with Sic S; and sic Wi. But then for any SE s’= (S,, . . . . S,), 
By (18) we have 
Applying (12) (which is stable), we obtain 
d(g,CiiSi)> 
diam(C &S,) - 9 
2 -v. 
(19) 
(20) 
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Evidently if r] = fs. the proof of Lemma 2.6 and hence of Theorem 2.2 is 
complete. 1 
We now treat the proof of Theorem 2.3. Let 6 be as in its statement. 
For any geX** and cc>O, set Bg,== {VEX**: )l(p--gJ/ ,<a>. Also let 
m=sup{~/k~~:kEK}. 
We break the proof down into three steps. Before doing this we note the 
following immediate consequence of Corollary 1.9: 
diam S, > 6 for all slices S of K. (21) 
LEMMA 2.1. For any slice S of K, 0 < IC < 612, and finite-dimensional 
subspace G of X**, there exists an e E S, with d(e, G) > IC. 
Proof Fix K< ti’<6/2, set rl= K’-u, let a=m+K’, and let F be a 
finite q-net in a Ba G. We claim first that there is an e so that 
eES, with d(e, F) > K’. (22) 
Were this false, we would have that 
SE= u BL,&3,. (23) 
JEF 
Since each set Bf,,. is weak*-compact, BfX. n S, is relatively closed in 
(S,, w*). Hence by an elementary theorem in topology, there exists an 
f E F so that B,-KI n S, has nonempty interior W in (S,, w*). Since SE is 
itself a relatively w*-open subset of Ext $ we may choose e E W and U 
weak*-open in X** with U n Ext R= W. By Corollary 1.7 we may then 
choose a slice S’ of K with S’ c S and 3’ c U. Hence 
SLcS’nExtK’cUnExtR= WcBL,.. 
Thus we obtain diam SL Q 2~’ < 6, contradicting (21). 
Choose e satisfying (22). Now let gE G. If jlgll > a, then I/e- gll > 
m+rc’-lJleJI>K’. If llgl/<a, choosefEFwith Ilg-fll<q. Then 
lie-gll > Ik-fll -rl 
>K’-(d-K)=K. 
Since G is finite dimensional, the distance from e to G is achieved, so the 
conclusion of 2.7 holds. 1 
Remark. If we use the rather heavy result that Ext R is a Baire space in 
the weak* topology, we obtain (by a simpler argument) the stronger result: 
For any separable subspace Y of X * * and slice S of K, there is an e E S, 
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with d(e, Y) > K. Thus, in particular, if X is separable, we obtain that 
sup(d(e, X) : e E S,} > 6/2 for all slices S of K. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let 0 < K < 612, m > 1, q > 0, G a finite-dimensional sub- 
space of X**, and S, S,, . . . . S, slices of K be given. There exist slices 
S’, s; ) . ..) Sk of K with (S’, S;, .,., Sk) 6 (S, S1, . . . . S,) and a functional 
fEBaX* so that 
(a) flG, 
(b) &s)>KforallsES’, 
I 
(c) If(s)\ <q for all sEU~& Si. 
Proof Choose e,E Si, for all i and let G’ = G + [e,, . . . . e,]. By 
Lemma 2.7, we may choose e E S, so that d(e, G’) > K. It follows that we 
may choose f EBa(X*) so that 
f IG’ and f(e) > IC. 
Let U= {~EKxP:S=(s,s ,,..., s,) and f(s) > K, If( <q for all i, 
1 < i 6 m>. U is evidently a weak*-open neighborhood of (e, e,, . . . . e,). 
Hence by Corollary 1.7, we may choose slices S’, Si’, . . . . SA of K with 
(S’, s;, . ..) sg f (S, s, 1 . . . . S,) and 3’ x 3, x . .. x 3; c U. Thus S’, Si’, . . . . 
SA satisfy the conclusion of 2.8. 1 
LEMMA 2.9. Let n, G, and F be as in Theorem 2.3, and let q > 0 and_ 
0 < K < 612. There exist an $ < p and fi , . . . . f,, in Ba(X*) so that for all SE 3 
and all i, 
(a) fi 1 G, 
 ^
(b) fi(Si) > K, 
(c) Ifi <q for all j# i. 
Proof: This follows by applying the previous lemma n times. First 
choose S’ < i? and fi E Ba(X*) with f, I G, ?I 1s: > IC, and 
If, ( IlJ;= z 3; <q. Let 1 < j< n and suppose Sip1 chosen. Then choose 
fin Ba(X*) and-m i with fi I G, 
J',@>K and l&l lUi+jsii<?- (24) 
This completes the construction by induction. We then set S= S”. The 
stability of the inequalities (24) shows that S has the desired properties. 1 
Theorem 2.3 follows easily from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.9. Fix n, G, Z?, K, and 
E as in the statement of 2.3 and set rl= E/n. Applying Lemma 2.9, choose 
3’ < F and p= (f,, . . . . fn) in (Ba(X*))“, so that (at(c) of 2.9 hold for all 
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J+‘E ,!?. Now by 2.1, choose $6 3’ so that Osc fi 1 Si < E for all i. We then 
have that (8a)(8d) hold for all i. We need only check that (8e) holds; that 
is, that (G, 2) is (K - .s)-Auerbach stabilized. Let g E G, in 3, and C‘E R” be 
given. Then for each i, using (8a)-(8c), 
b lcil .fjCs,)- C ltjl I.lXsj)l 
/#i 
2 lcil k’ -n max lcjl t. 
J 
Since i is arbitrary we obtain 
proving that (8e) holds. (Of course (8a) is not required to obtain (8e); 
however, it is critical to our proof of Theorem 2 of the Introduction.) 
We now present the proof of Theorem 2.4. This is rather more involved 
than our preceding arguments. Let K, n, G, and f be as in the statement of 
2.4. By Theorem 2.3, we may choose a K > 0 and an 3” < F so that (G, go) 
is K-Auerbach stabilized (i.e., 3” satisfies (8) (for “p = “SO”)). For 3~ so, 
we define the following norms on G 0 R”: For g 0 EE G @ R”, 
It follows trivially from the definitions that II . )I 3, and )I .I) 3 are semi-norms; 
since of course (G, 3) is rc-Auerbach stabilized, these are indeed norms. 
Moreover we have easily that 
Hence )( g 0 ?[I gE < )I g 0 41 S for all g E G and EE R”. Also, given SIE K” and 
F a finite-dimensional subspace of X*, we define a semi-norm on GO R” 
by 
llgO~lI,.= for g@c’EG@R”. 
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Now it is trivial that given E >O, s< 3” and F satisfy the conclusion of 
Theorem 2.4 if and only if 
llwlls~ (1 + E) II4I3.F for all SE,!? and WEGOIR”. (25) 
The norm I( . I\ sE is introduced as a crucial step in constructing 3 and F 
satisfying (25). We first present the steps leading directly to the conclusion 
of 2.4, and then we prove the steps. The main part of the proof is the 
following stability result. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let W be a finite subset of GO R” and let E > 0. There 
exist an 3 < so and a finite-dimensional subspace F of X * so that 
IIWIISG (1 + 6) llWllf,F for all $E 3 and w  E W. 
The next two rather simple results show that s and F of 2.10 will 
automatically satisfy (25) if W is suitably chosen. 
Recall that if q > 0 and A, B are subsets of X, B is an q-net for A if for all 
aEA, there is a be B with I(b-all ~4. (It is not required that Bc A.) 
LEMMA 2.11. Let 1 > K, n > 0. There exists W a finite subset of G @I R” 
so that 
W is an n-net for Ba(G 0 IV’, )I . )I ) 
for any norm II.II on G 0 R” satisfying l\bJ < 1 for all i (where (b,, . . . . b,) is 
the usual basis of R”) and 
u my I cil < II g 0 41 for all gEG and EER”. 
LEMMA 2.12. Let ( Y, I( . (I ) be a normed linear space, (I . )I ’ a semi-norm on 
Y with I(. I( ’ < I(. )I, and n, I > 0 with (1 + 2) q < 1. Assume that there is an 
n-net W for Ba( Y) so that llwll < 11 IIw(I’ for all w  E W. Then letting 
~=l/(l -rl(l +A)), Ilyll <zllyll’for all ye Y. 
Theorem 2.4 follows easily from these three results. We may assume 
without loss of generality that KC Ba(X). Given E > 0, first choose ,I > 1 
and q > 0 so that (1 + 1) q < 1 and A/( 1 - r~( 1 + A)) < 1 + E. Then choose W 
a finite subset of G @ R” so that W satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 2.11. 
Finally, by Lemma 2.10, choose 3~ 3” and a finite-dimensional subspace 
FofX* so that Ilwlls<,Illwll,.for alliesand wE W. Now let ;Eg Then 
set Y = G @ Iw”, II . (1 = I/ .I\ S, and (I . (I ’ = )I . I(s,F. Since (G, 3”) is Ic-Auerbach 
stabilized, so is (G, 9) and hence II . II is a norm on Y satisfying the 
hypotheses of 2.11. Thus W is an n-net for ( Y, )I . /I ) and I/ f (I, (I . (( ’ satisfy the 
hypotheses of 2.12. Hence (25) holds by the conclusion of Lemma 2.12. 
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We first prove the elementary results 2.11 and 2.12, then pass to the 
main step, namely the proof of 2.10. 
Proofof2.11. Let 11 .I/, K satisfy the hypotheses of 2.11. Let Y= G@ 173”. 
Define a norm 11’ 11, on Y by 
llgOd1 = I/g/l + i ICil for all g@EE Y. 
i= I 
Then we have that 
IIYII G llvll I and 
Indeed, if g E G and CIE R”, then 
for all y E Y. (26) 
and so 
llgll G llc’ll + IlgOEll d t+ 1 
( ) 
IIg@~ll, 
from which the second inequality of (26) follows. The first inequality 
follows trivially from the triangle inequality and our assumption that 
llbill 6 1 for all i. Now let W be a finite q-net in Y for (241~ + 1) 
Ba( Y, II .I1 1). Then if y E Ba( Y, II .I1 ), II ylj I d 24~ + 1 by (26). Hence we may 
choose w  E W with 1) w  - y[I, < v, so trivially 11 w  - yl( < 4. 1 
Proof of 2.12. Fix YE Y with (ly(l = 1. Choose wE W with Ily-wll <q. 
Then 
Then (1 - q( 1 + A))/1 < )I yll ‘. That is, 1 = II yll < r 11 y/l ‘. This proves the 
lemma by homogeneity. 1 
To handle 2.10, we first require some properties of the I[ . II .qt: norm. 
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LEMMA 2.13. Let 36 3” and g@EE GO R”. 
(1) /I~O~ll~~~suP{II~+Cc~sill~d~~~=~~SiE~~ 
(2) For each i, let Si=S(fi,ai, K). For y>O, set S,,= 
nr= 1 S(fi, ~1 K). Then 
Proof: The argument for (1) is similar to part of the proof of Lemma 
2.6.Set Wi=&Si,foralli,andlet W=g+c,W,+~~.+c,B’,.Then W 
is a weak*-compact convex subset of X** and T = sup{ ~Iw(( : w  E W}, where 
z equals the term on the right side of 1. By the Krein-Milman theorem, it 
follows that r=sup(J~w~l: wEExt W}. But Ext Wcg+cIglE+ ... + 
C” s,, = 2, where L=g+c,S,,+ ‘.. +c,SnE. Hence 
~=sup{(~1(~:fE2~~}=sup{~~f~~:IEL}=~~g~2~~s~, 
the last equality holding by definition. This proves (1). To prove (2), let 
q > 0 and choose by the proof of Lemma 1.8 a y > 0, y < maxi ai so that 
S(S,, Y, 4~ Wi+ q WX**) for all i. (27) 
Now let in SY. By (27), we may choose for each i a WOE Wi so that 
I(si - will < 9. Then 
the last inequality holding by (1). Hence we have that 
Hence lim, _ o II g 0 cI[ 3Y < /I g0 41 sr + ~1 (cil. Since 7 > 0 was arbitrary, 
(2) is established. 1 
Part (2) of Lemma 2.13 easily yields the next result (which is the reason 
for the existence of 2.13). 
COROLLARY 2.14. Let 3~ so, W a $nite subset of GO R”, and E > 0. 
There exists an 3’ < f? s’o that 
IIWIIpG(1+E) IIWIIS, for all w  E W. (28) 
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Proof We may assume that W is nonempty and 0 # W. Letting the fi’s, 
ai’s, and SY be as in 2.13, since 1) . I( gE is a norm, m = E min{ 11 w  I( gE: w  E W} is 
a positive number. So we can choose O< y with y <minia, so that 
IjwlI$,,< jlwllsE+m for all w  E W, by (2) of 2.13. Now let S/ = S(J$, y, K) for 
all i and set S’ = fly= 1 Sl. 1 
The next two results allows us to approximate the S, norm by 11. IJi,F 
semi-norms. 
LEMMA 2.15. Let f?,< so, g @ EE G @ R”, and E > 0. There exist an 
f E Ba(X*) and an 3’ d s’ so that 
Ilg@Ellgi<(l +~)f(g+Zc~s~) for all 3~s’. (29) 
Proof: Assume g@c’#O. Hence IIg@Ell~E#O. Choose q>O so that 
?(l +dC I4 <; llgoc’l/~E and l+v -<1++. 1 -E/2 (30) 
Now choose ~‘ES, and f EBa(X*) so that 
llg@49E<(1+tj) !lg+~Ciei(/<(l+rl)j(R+~Ciei). (31) 
For each i, let Ui= {EEK: If(E) -3(ei)l <II}. By Lemma 1.8, for each i 
we may choose Si a slice of K with Sl E Si, 3; c Ui, and eiE Sil,. Now 
suppose YE 9’ = (S;, . . . . S:). Then 
i(g+CCiei)=f(g+~cisi)+~Ci~(ei-~i) 
G<f (&T+~cisi)+~lcil ‘I. 
Hence l/g@?l/~E<(l+~) 3(g+Ccisi)+n(l+q) C:=I lcil by (31). Thus 
by (30), 
llm~ll&~(l+rl)~ s+c +; Ilgwll&; ( CA) 
hence again by (30), 
llg+c’l13b<(l +.c)j(g+Ccisi) for all SES’. 
Thus (29) holds since I/ .I1 sk d II , II sE. 1 
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COROLLARY 2.16. Let $< so, E > 0, and W a finite subset of G 0 R” be 
given. There exist a finite-dimensional subspace F of X* and an 3’ < s’ so 
that 
llwll.$$l +&I llWIlS,F for all $E 3’ and w E W. (32) 
Proof Let W= {g,@$:i= 1,2,...,r}. Choose S’<,!?and f,EBa(X*) 
satisfying (29) (for $‘=S’, g@c’=g,@c’, and f=f,). If 1 <i<r and 
si- ’ chosen, choose 9 6 pP ’ satisfying (29) (for s’ = 9, g @ c’= gi @ c‘, 
and f = fi). This completes the inductive construction. Now set 3’ = 5? and 
let F= [fi, . . . . f,]. If SIE 3’ and 1~ i Q r, then in $? and hence 
Hence (32) holds. This completes the proof of Corollary 2.16. 1 
Lemma 2.10 follows easily from Corollaries 2.14 and 2.16. Indeed, let 
E > 0 and choose 4 > 0 with (1 + q)2 < 1 + q. By Corollary 2.16, choose 
3’ < 3” and F a finite-dimensional subspace of X* so that 
IIWIIS~~ (1 + rl) IIWlls.F for all SE 3’ and w  E W. 
By Corollary 2.14, choose 3” < 3’ so that 
IIWIIP Q (1 + ?) Iblls;l for all w  E W. 
Then $= SN satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 3.10. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 2.4. 1 
Remark. Theorem 2.4 is fundamentally infinite dimensional in nature. 
Consider the simplest possible case : G is zero dimensional, n = 1, E > 0, and 
T is a slice of K. Then if SC T satisfies the conclusion of 2.4 and 
M=sup{llsll: s&s}, m=inf{llsll: SES}, then M<(l+.s)m. Suppose Kis 
a triangle (interior and boundary) in the plane with a vertex at the origin 
and T is a slice of K disjoint from the other two vertices. Then if SC T. 
0 E S so m = 0 but S has nonempty interior so M # 0. Thus 2.4 fails in this 
simple setting. 
3. NON-DENTABLE SETS WITH SMALL COMBINA~ONS OF SLICES 
Throughout, let X denote a fixed Banach space. We begin with some 
preliminary results concerning sets with SCS and also a recent charac- 
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terization of denting points [8]. Let K be a closed bounded convex subset 
of X so that K has the SCSP (i.e., so that K is strongly regular, as defined 
in [7]). It follows from the ideas developed in [7] that then L has SCS for 
every closed convex subset of L. Indeed, it suffices to show that K itself has 
SCS. Let S be a slice of K and E > 0. Choose n, 1 E C,, and slices IV,, . . . . W, 
of S so that diam(C li Wj) < E. Now each set Wi is a weak neighborhood in 
K; thus by Lemma 1.5, there exists a set Li contained in Wj so that Li is a 
convex combination of slices of K. It follows that L = C liLi is a convex 
combination of slices of K with L c S and diam L < E. The same ideas lead 
naturally to the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let K be a closed bounded convex subset of X. Then 
the following are equivalent. 
(1) K has SCS. 
(2) Every slice S of K contains a convex combination of slices of K all 
contained in S, which is of arbitrarily small diameter. That is, for every E > 0, 
there exist n, slices S,, . . . . S, of K with Sic S for all i, and 2 E C, so that 
diam(C;, i AiSi) < E. 
(3) Every weak neighborhood (in K) contains a convex combination of 
weak neighborhoods (in K) of arbitrarily small diameter. 
(4) Let % denote the class of all convex combinations of slices of K. 
Then every element of $7 contains elements of %? of arbitrarily small diameter. 
Remark. We shall only have use for (1) = (2) in the sequel. The 
remaining implications are presented to give a feeling for the SCS concept. 
There are of course many other possible variations. For example, the 
weakest condition would be (3’): same as (3) except replace “weak 
neighborhood (in KP, by “slice of K” in the first part of (3). Also, the 
argument given before the statement of 3.1 shows that K has SCS precisely 
when every slice L of K contains a convex combination of slices of L which 
is of arbitrarily small diameter. Thus the difference between K being 
strongly regular and K having SCS is that in the first case one has a con- 
dition on all the nonempty convex subsets of K while in the second case the 
condition only holds for those convex subsets which are slices (or 
equivalently, relative weak neighborhoods) of K. We note incidentally that 
if-K is the closed convex hull of its PC’s, then by Lemma 1.2, every slice of 
K contains a PC. It follows that K satisfies (3’) and hence K has SCS. 
Proof of 3.1. (l)= (2): Let E>O and S be as in (2). Choose f in 
X*-{O}andcr>OsothatS=S(f,a,K)andsetS,=S(f,y,K)fory>O. 
Choose 0 < y <a so that 
a 
-<2 (33) 
a---Y 
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and then choose n, 1 E C,, and slices S,, . . . . S, of K so that 
and 1 &Sic S,. (34) 
Let 99= {i: Sin -S#@); evidently if a is empty, we are done, so 
suppose g is nonempty. Let Y = { 1, . . . . n} N 8 and A = xi,* & We next 
claim that 1 is very small, in fact 
1 a 
m<c(-?. (35) 
To see this, let M = sup f(K). For each i E 9?‘, choose si E Si n -S and set 
s = (l/A) CicJ ;Irsi. Then of course s E -S also. Also choose s,! E Si for each 
in% and set s’=(l/(l-A)) C,,,&si. Then evidently ls+(l-2)s’~ 
x;= 1 AiSi. Hence by (34), 
M-ydf(As+(l -L)s’)<A(M-a)+(1 -I)M=M-Aa. 
Thus I < y/a, which is equivalent to (35). 
We have of course now established that Y is nonempty. Evidently Sic S 
for all i E 9. We need only verify that 
diam j$ ,c &si < E. 
, E c9 
(36) 
For each i E 9, let si, s,! E Si. Also for each i E %Y’, let wi E Si. Then setting 
w= 1 Liwi+ 1 liSi 
ica if?3 
and 
w’ = c Aiwi+ c n,s;, 
isa ie9 
we have that w, w’ belong to C:=, &Si and hence by (34), \Iw - w’[I < ~/2. 
But w-w’ =Cicg &si-Cipg &sj. Thus 
by (33) and (35). This establishes (36), proving (1) * (2). 
It is trivial that (2) =G- (1). To see that (3) * (1) let S be a slice of K, 
E > 0, and choose n, weak neighborhoods WI, . . . . W,,, and 1~ C, with 
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C Ii Wi c S and diam C Ii W, < E. By Lemma 1.5, for each i we may choose 
mi, FE C,,,, and slices p,, . . . . St, of K with 
But then setting 
W is a convex combination of slices of K with WC S and of course 
diam W < E. To obtain that (1) Z- (3), let W be a weak neighborhood in K 
and let E > 0. By Lemma 1.5, choose n, slices S,, . . . . S, of K, and 1 E C, with 
C liSi c W. Now for each i, choose mi, /?E C,,, and slices si,, . . . . Sk, of K 
with J$?! 1 /?jSj c S’ and diam I,?!, /?jSj < E. But a convex combination of 
sets each of which has diameter less than E also has diameter less than E. 
Hence setting L =x7=, CT!, &/?~S~ then L is a convex combination of 
weak neighborhoods in K, diam L <E, and L c W, proving (3). Finally, it 
is trivial that (4) =- (l), since every slice belongs to V. To see that (1) * (4), 
given WE V, choose n, 1 E C,, and S,, ,.., S, slices of K with W= 1 A,Si. 
Now let E > 0 and just as above, choose for each i a set W,c Si so that 
Wi~U: and diam Wi< E. Then setting L = C Ai W,, L c W, LE V, and 
diam L < E, proving this result. 1 
Remark. Let K be as in 3.1 and 9 as in (4) of 3.1. A point x is called a 
strongly regular point of K if x belongs to the closures of elements of %’ of 
arbitrarily small diameter. This concept is introduced in [7], where it is 
shown that the set W of strongly regular points of K is convex and p= K 
provided K has the SCSP. In fact the arguments in [7] show that m= K 
provided K has SCS. Our proof of the equivalence of (l), (3), and (4) of 3.1 
is essentially a reformulation of the discussion in [S] ; the fact that p= K 
provided K has the SCS follows easily from (4). Our techniques developed 
later, however, yield the following stronger result: call a point x of K an 
SCS point provided x belongs to elements of %? of arbitrarily small 
diameter. Then if K has SCS, the set of SCS points of K is again dense in K. 
(See the second remark following the proof of Theorem 3.8.) 
We next present the characterization of denting points obtained by 
B. L. Lin, P.-K. Lin, and S. L. Troyanski [ 111. Suppose Y is a Banach 
space and W is a weak*-compact subset of a dual Banach space Y*. We 
say that XE W is a w*-PC of W if x is a point of continuity from the 
weak*-to-norm topology on W. The importance of this concept for us is 
the following easily established observation. 
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Fact. Let K be a closed bounded convex subset of X. Then 
(kEK:kisaPCofK)=(J%EK:j;isaw*-PCofR). (37) 
We first require a result which shows that the face containing a o*-PC 
of a weak*-compact convex set consists of o*-PCs. Its proof is a 
reformulation of the discussion in [ 11-J. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let a Eanach space Y, a weak*-compact convex subset W of 
Y*, x, y, z in W, and 0 <A < 1 be given. Suppose that x is a o*-PC of W 
and x = Ay + (1 -A) z. Then y and z are w*-PC’s of W. 
Prooj It is easily seen that w  E W is a o*-PC of W if and only if there 
exists a (countable) set D in Y so that for any sequence (w,) in W, if 
w,,(d) -+ w(d) for all de D, then w, + w  is norm. So choose D having these 
properties for w  = x. We then claim that D works for y as well (and so of 
course also for z). Indeed, suppose (y,) in W is such that y,(d) + y(d) for 
all de D. Then also setting x, = JyYn + (1 - 1) z for all n, we have that 
x,,(d) + Ay(d) + (1 - 1) z(d) = x(d) for all de D. Hence x,-+x in norm. 
That is, ly,, + (1 - A) z -+Ly+(l-1)z=xinnorm.%nceO<I<l, y,+y 
in norm.’ 1 
Recall that x is a denting point of K if x 4 W(K w g.X,,) for all E > 0. It 
follows easily (using, e.g., Lemma 1.2) that x is a denting point of K if and 
only if x is contained in open slices of K of arbitrarily small diameter. For 
K closed bounded convex, this implies that x is a PC of K and x is an 
extreme point of K. The next remarkable result shows that the converse is 
true. This equivalence constitutes the characterization of denting points 
mentioned above. 
PROPOSITION 3.3 [ 111. Let K be a closed bounded convex subset of X 
and x a PC and an extreme point of K. Then x is a denting point of K. 
Proof. We first observe that x is an extreme point of E. Were this false, 
we could choose y and z in E with y #x and x = (y + z)/2. Then by (37) 
and the previous result, y and z are w*-PC’s of K. Again by (37), y and z 
belong to K, contradicting the fact that x is an extreme point of K. 
The proof is completed by observing that since x E Ext R, the open slices 
containing x form a neighborhood base for x in the weak topology of K. 
Since x is a PC, x is thus a denting point. The details of this observation 
are as follows. Let E > 0 and choose W a weak neighborhood of x in K with 
diam W< E. Then @ is a weak* neighborhood of x in K. By Lemma 1.3 we 
may choose L a slice of K with x E e and L c I?? By Corollary 1.6, we may 
choose S a slice of K so that ,!? = e n K and also 3 = L. Thus x E 3 and 
diam 3 < diam 3 d diam p< E, so x is a denting point. 1 
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The next result follows immediately. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let W be a non-dentable closed bounded convex subset 
of X on which the weak and norm topologies coincide. Then W has no 
extreme points. 
We now deal wih the proof of the first assertion in Theorem 2 of the 
Introduction. We obtain our set W satisfying (*) as the closed convex hull 
of a S-bush. To present this concept, we require some notions involving 
certain partially ordered sets. Let F be a partially ordered set with order 
relation 6. 9 is called a tree if for all a E Y, the set of predecessors of a, 
P, = (/I E 9 : a < ~11, is well-ordered by <. We are only interested in trees 
Y where P, is finite for all &ET. (The tree-property is then equivalent to 
the assertion that P, is linearly ordered for all cc) For such a tree and 
~~~,let~cr~=#P,andset~~=(a~~:~cr~=n}forn=0,1,2,....Wecall 
~9~ the nth level of the tree. For each KEY-, let YX denote the set of 
(immediate) successors of CL. That is, -sP, = {BE Y: a CD and 181 = Ia/ + 1). 
DEFINITION 1. Y is called a finitely branching tree if Y is a tree so that 
for all a E Y-, 
(a) P, is finite, 
(b) z is finite with at least two elements, 
(c) F0 is finite. 
It follows immediately by induction that then Y,, is finite with # Y” 2 2” 
for all n. It is convenient to assume that Y0 is a singleton; we shall always 
do this. We refer to the element a0 of $ as the top-node of Y. Given a tree 
Y and W a subset of F-, we call W a sub-tree of .Y if for ail w  E W and 
aeY with a< w, a~ W. 
A natural example of a tree is obtained by letting ,Y-” equal the set of 
all finite sequences of positive integers. Given a = (a,, . . . . ak) and 
P = (PI > ...? 8A wedelineaQ~ifk<mandai=~iforalll<i<k.Thenof 
course [al = k and the top-node a0 of Y’I” equals @, the empty sequence. 
Y-” is evidently not a finitely branching tree; however, any finitely 
branching tree Y is order-isomorphic to a sub-tree of Y-“. Our proofs 
involve constructing finitely branching trees which for convenience we shall 
obtain as sub-trees of 5-“. Recall that for a finite nonempty set F, 
C(F)={a:F-,[W:a(f)>Oforallf~Fand~~,~a(f)=l}. 
DEFINITION 2. Let Y be a finitely branching tree, and (w,),, Y be a 
family of elements of X. ( w.).~~ is called a bush if for all a E 5, 
w, E co{ wp: a E CU;}. For 6 > 0, a bush (M’,)=~ ,Y is called a b-bush if for all 
aE5 and ~ESP,, I/w,--i~,~lJ >6. 
607,70:1-3 
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DEFINITION 3. Let 5 a finitely branching tree (with top-node a,-J and 
0: Y + IR! be given. cr is called a bush function if +a,,) = 1 and for all 
a E r, c ( 9x E C(Y;). Given a bush function (T, a family (w,),,~ in a 
Banach space is called a bush with function c if for all aE F, 
w, = C&V; a) w/J. 
It is evident that given a bush (w,),,~ in A’ there exists a bush function 
a:Y+lR so that (w~)=~~ is a bush with respect to 0. The following 
remark is intended for motivation only. 
Remark. Bushes in X correspond to X-finitely-valued martingales. In 
fact, let Y be a finitely branching tree and 6: Y -+ lF&! a bush function. The 
bushes in X with respect to IS correspond precisely to X-valued martingales 
with respect to a fixed increasing sequence of a-fields (A+~) of measurable 
events (on some fixed probability space) such that for all n, SQ, is finite and 
no atom of &n is an atom of JX$ + , . The correspondence may be obtained 
as follows: call Bc Y a branch if B is a maximal well-ordered subset of Y. 
Let r denote the set of branches of Y. For a E F-, let U, = {BE r, a E B}. 
Let Y denote the c-algebra of subsets of r generated by { U, : a E r}. There 
exists a unique probability measure P on Y so that for all a E r and b E Ya, 
P( U,) = P( U,) . o(j). Let -01, denote the field of sets generated by 
{U,: Ial =n}. Then given a bush (w,),,~ with bush function (r, there exists 
a unique martingale (a,);= 0 defined on the probability space (r, Y, P), so 
that for all n, “in is &“-measurable and $a 1 U, = w, for all a E Tn. (Conver- 
sely, given any martingale as mentioned above, one can easily construct the 
desired bush and bush function.) Hopefully this correspondence will 
motivate the sequel for those familiar with martingale theory. (For mar- 
tingale proofs of some results concerning the structure of RNP convex sets, 
see [lo].) 
The importance of &bushes stems from the following easily proved (and 
well known) fact. Suppose Y is a finitely branching tree, 6 >O, and 
(wr)lXE.fi- is a bounded &bush in X. Let W = W{ w,: a ES}. Then 
diam S > 6 for every slice S of W. Thus W is not dentable. It is also known 
that conversely if K is a closed bounded non-dentable convex subset of X, 
then there is a 6 >O so that K contains a b-bush (cf. [S, 6, lo]). This of 
course motivates our construction. Rather than dealing with “approximate 
bushes” or “quasi-martingales” to obtain our d-bushes, we prefer instead to 
use the concept of a “bush of sets,” as pioneered in [l-3]. Our next result, 
which constructs b-bushes as the “intersection” of a bush of sets, is a 
variation of Lemma 1 of [3] (see the remarks below). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let F-,b& a finitely branching tree, o a bush function on F, 
(cj) a decreasing sequence of positive numbers with lim ~~ = 0, and (K,),, F a 
family of nonempty closed bounded subsets of X so that for all a E F-, 
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There exists a unique bush (w,), E ,F with function c so that w, E K, for all a. 
If moreover for some 6 > 0, 
(c) [lx-kjl>G for all a, ~EU~~~,K~ and XE&~~~C$/?)K~, then 
(WaLstT is a &bush. 
Proof We first introduce further notation concerning the tree Y and 
function C. 
For /?E 5 and j< I/?/, let /I’ equal the unique a with (al =j 
and a<j. (38) 
For OZEY and n>O, let 5&= {PE?:u</? and I/?[ = lcll +n}. (39) 
(Thus y?,i = YM. 9& equals the set of nth-order successors of a.) 
For a, j3 E 5 with a < j3, define y(a, fi) by 
(40) 
We then have that for any a, 
da, B) = da, t)dP) if a<z and /?EY: 
while 
da, B) = a(s) Y(G PI if TEY~ and Z-C/?. 
It follows from (41) that for any n $1, 
C da, PI= 1. 
P E .T,,” 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
Indeed, this is trivial for n = 1 since (r is a bush function and y(a, B) = o(B) 
for all /I E 9&. Suppose (43) proved for n. Then 
B F , y(4 P)= C C da, 8) 
E. rn+ rE9z.n BE-% 
= c 2 da3 t)dB) by (41) 
z E .v;,, p E 9; 
= 1 by the induction hypothesis. 
Next define L,,, for n 2 1 by 
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Evidently L,,, c K, trivially, by the assumption (a) of 3.5. We also have 
that L,,, 1 L,.,+ , for all n. Indeed, 
by (a) 
= L,w 
Thus L,, c K, for all n by induction. Finally, the above, (b), and (43) yield 
that 
diam L,, + 1 f qll + n for all CI and n = 0, 1, . . . . (44) 
Indeed, this is immediate from (b) for n = 0. But for n 2 1 we have by 
the above that L,,, + 1 = C, EyT n ~(a, z) L,,, . Hence L, ,,+ I is a convex 
combination of sets of diameter ‘at most cla, + n, proving (44). 
It follows from (44) and the preceding inclusions that for all a E .Y there 
exists a unique u’, E n,“= i Ez,n. Evidently then w, E K,. Next we observe 
that for such LY and n > 1, 
L a.n+l = 1 47) L,,. (45) 
T E .Y, 
Indeed, 
the last equality holding by (42). It follows from (45) that E,,, , 1 
CpEyz @) ED,,. Thus for each n, since w~EJ&,,,, CBEys 49) wp~L,.+ 1. 
But w, is the unique point belonging to I?,,, i for all n. Hence 
w, = 2&Y* ~BM’fl. Finally, if (c) holds, we have that for y E Yz, since 
w,EC(I(P)K~ and w?EK?, l/w,-ww,lI>6. Thus (w,),,~ is h &bush with 
function [T. Conversely if (w,),,~ is a bush with function r~, then it follows 
easily that for all u and n > 1, 
wz= 1 Y(% B)wp (46) 
P E -"I.. 
Hence u’, E L,,, + , for all n; thus the w,‘s are uniquely determined. (We 
also obtain the extra information that in fact n;= i L,, # 0 for all CI E Y.) 
This completes the proof of 3.5. 1 
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Remark. In an earlier version of our work, we had formulated this 
lemma with the assumption (a’) in place of (a): 
K, is convex and K, c K, for all ct E F and /I E YE. (a’) 
Our work here only uses (a’). However, Lemma 3.5 as stated may be useful 
in other contexts (cf. [ 131). (We are indebted to B. Maurey for pointing 
out that one does not need that the K,‘s are nested in order to obtain the 
conclusion of the lemma.) Also, for /?EY, let r(B)= njG ,s, a(/?). (Thus 
r(b) = ?(a,, ,8) for /I > cl0 and a0 the top-node of Y, where y(a, j?) is defined 
in (40).) The conclusion of 3.5 holds if we replace (b) and (c) by 
dim 1 y(P)?$<q, 
IBI =n 
II 
c a(b) k,- k, > 6 
B E .yz II 
for all n = I, 2, . . . 
for all vectors 
fb’) 
(c’) 
To see this, fix CI in Y. Then for /I> c(, y(cr, p)= y(/?)/y(a). Hence L,, = 
Ma))-’ CBeyx,n 10) K,P But 
diam c y(B) K, d diam c Y(B) KpGqx,+n by (b’). 
B E ,“2.. IPI = 1x1 +n 
Thus diam L ct.,, d wr’ Q+n -+ 0 as n + 00, proving the existence of a 
unique ~1, E n;; 1 E,,,. The rest of the proof is identical to that of 3.5. The 
above formulation -(with (a’), (b’), and (c’)) is a direct generalization of 
Lemma 1 of [3]. Indeed, the above reduces precisely to the result cited if 
we assume the K,‘s are slices of K, # 9% = 2 for all a, and a(/?) = 4 for all p 
with I/? 2 1. Then of course .Y is a dyadic tree and (wJ~~~ is a “d-tree.” 
We next present a criterion which ensures that certain sets W satisfy the 
hypotheses of Corollary 3.4. Suppose that F is a finitely branching tree 
and (wA.~ is a (uniformly) bounded bush in X. For each a E F-, define 
W,, the “wedge at c(,” by 
W,=co{w~:~3a,j?EF}. (47) 
(We refer to ( Ws),Gy as the wedges corresponding to (w,),,,.) Let 
W= W,,, where laOj = 0. Now it follows that fixing n, w= co{ i?‘,: tl E Fn}. 
Hence if WE @, there exists a 1,~ C(Yn) so that WE&,=~ &(a) @‘%. 
Thus setting 2 = lJ,“=O I,,, A is a function from Y to R with the following 
property. 
For all n, 2 / 9” E C(xz) and w  E 1 1,(a) ma. (48) 
Id = A 
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Let us say that A represents w  if (48) holds. We say that ,? is asymptotically 
unique if 111’ I& - 11 FH I/ , + 0 as n + 00, uniformly over all 1’ representing w  
(where for any n and f: & --+ R, llfll, = C,,, =n If(u) 
LEMMA 3.6. Let (w,),,~, ( W,),, r, w  E m, and 2 be as above with 2 
representing w  and asymptotically unique. Assume that 
diam ( c A(a) w,)+o as n-+co. (49) 
InI =” 
Then WE Wand w  is a PC of W. 
Proof: It suffices of course to prove that w  is a o*-PC of m. 
Since for any n diam & =n A(U) W, = diam (C,,, =n 13(a) We)- and 
(&=.1(a) W,)“=&=,,~(a) PM, given s>O we have for all n 
sufficiently large that 
diam 1 &a) @‘% c&/2. (50) 
)?I =n 
Let M= 4 sup{ llwll : w  E W} and assume W # {O}. Fix n satisfying (50) and 
define U by 
(51) 
We then have that w  E U and diam U < E. Indeed, w  E U since A represents 
w. For U, U’E U, choose /?, B’EC(Y~) with lIP-AIY~-,Ill and Il/?‘-IrlY”,II, 
less than E/M and u,, USE @a for all a E 5n with u=& =n B(a) u, and 
u’=C,~,=~B’(CO 4. Then setting q = /I - 2 and q’ = /I’ - I, we have that 
llu--‘II = c 
II 
4 ) a u,- E n(a) d+ 1 rl(a)u,- C v’(a) 4 
Iz:I =n III = n 1.1 =?I Ial =n II 
<dim 1 4a) ~~+(11~111+11~‘111)~ 
III =n 
E 2&M 
<2+M;i-=E. 
Finally, we have that for n sufficiently large, U is a weak* neighborhood of 
w  in & To see this’, choose N so that if n 2 N and 1’ represents w, (II’ lYn - 
;I[ YH-,II i <E/n. Now suppose n b N. Let 52 = C(YH) x n,,, =n ma and define 
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a map ~:a+@ by cp(&M:)=C,,,=,,jI(a)~+, for all PEC(F~) and 
6 E n,,, = n @‘,. The map is obviously continuous, where C(Ffi) is endowed 
with the norm topology, n,,, =n @a with the product weak* topology, and 
@ the weak* topology. But then if V= {BE C(Fn): 118 - ;1 I9J 3 E/M} and 
L= VxJJll,=. I%‘,, L is a compact subset of Q and i?w Uccp(L). Thus 
if U is not a weak* neighborhood of IV, IV E ( c U)” c q(L) since q(L) 
is weak*-compact. Hence we have that there is a j3~ V with 
VVE&,=~~~(CI) m*. Now define A’: F+ iw by E.‘jFn=/? and A’Iq=A;IY, 
for all j # n. Then evidently A’ represents u’ yet 111’ I Fn - A I Fn/I, 3 E/M, a 
contradiction. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.6. 1 
We have now arrived at a crucial step in the proof of the first part of 
Theorem 2, namely a criterion for constructing sets W satisfying the 
hypotheses of Corollary 3.4. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let K he a closed bounded convex subset of X, F a finitely 
branching tree, 6 > 0, k > 0, (w,), E ,F a &bush in K, W=W{w,: NET}, (E,) 
a decreasing sequence of positive numbers with limj, a; &j = 0, G, c G2 c . . . 
unite-dimensional subspaces of X with W c U.,oO 1 G,, (fZ)mEy a famiIy in 
WX*), and (SJzcy a family of slices of K so that for ail a E 9 and n 2 1, 
MI,ES%, S,cS, tf/?~S,, and 
(S,),,, =n is (G,, &,)-stabilized with respect to diameters of 
convex combinations (52a) 
(S,),,, =n is (k, &,)-Auerbach stabilized by (f,),,, =n. (52b) 
Then W is non-dentable and the weak and norm topologies on W coincide. 
Recall that (52a) means that for all gc G, and ,IE C(Fn)), 
(53a) 
By the comments following the statement of Theorem 2.2, (52b) means 
that setting k, = # Fn-,, then for all CLEFT,, the following three statements 
hold : 
OSCfJS,<&, (53b) 
 ^
f,(s) 2 h: for all s E S, (53c) 
If&)l d Oh for all SEU {sY:~~Fm and y#a}. (53d) 
Proof Since (w,), E ,F is a b-bush, W is non-dentable. Let ( WZ)leY be 
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the wedges corresponding to (w~)~~?. If follows from the hypotheses of 
3.7 that 
W,c& for all a. (54) 
Now let w  E W. We must show that w  is a PC of W. Let I: F -+ R 
represent w; that is, (48) holds. By Lemma 3.6, it suffices to show that 1 is 
asymptotically unique and that (49) holds. 
We first show that II is asymptotically unique. Let then L’ represent w  
and fix n. We may choose s’ and s” in fl,,, = n q2 so that 
w= 1 A(a)&= c A’(a) s:. 
Ial =n [x1=” 
Now fix c( E Fn. We have that 
by (53c), (53b), (53d), and (54). Now summing over all c1 in F”-,, we obtain 
that 
that is, 
We thus obtain that /111’1 Fn - A 1 FJl, + 0 as n -+ cc uniformly over all 2’ 
representing w. (In fact, the uniformity is independent of w  also, with w  
varying over ti.) 
Now suppose (49) is false. Then we could choose an q > 0 so that 
diam 1 A(c() W, > q 
121 =n 
for infinitely many n. 
It follows from (54) that then for,infinitely many n, 
diam c A(M) S,> q. 
lzl = n 
(55) 
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Now for each n for which (55) holds, we have that 
md(G., 1 i(a) W,)Z~--E,.. 
)1( =” 
Indeed, if g E G,, then 
d g, g, C A(a) S, 
1z1 =n 
(56) 
by (54) 
>fdiam(,&&S,)-6. by WI 
>L” 
2 by (55). 
It also follows that since w  E C,,, =n n(a) @, = ElmI =n 44 WJ-, 
w E (&,, =n l(a) WE)-. Hence also 
d(w, G,,)>rlP-E, for infinitely many n. 
This implies that d(w, lJ,“= 1 G,) k q/2 > 0, contradicting the hypothesis that 
WC U:z,“=l G,,. I 
Remark. In an earlier version of this paper, we made the apparently 
invalid claim that both Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7 hold without the asymptotic- 
uniqueness assumption in 3.6 and the stability assumption (52b) in 3.7. We 
are indebted to W. Schachermayer for pointing out the error and 
suggesting we use Theorem 2.3 to provide an “Auerbach remedy.” 
We are finally prepared for the construction step of the first part of 
Theorem 2 of the Introduction. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let 6 > 0 and K be a closed bounded convex nonempty 
subset of X SO that K has SCS and diam S > 46 for all slices S of K. Let 
(Ed)& be a decreasing sequence of positive numbers tending to zero with 
~~<6/2. There exist G, cG2c . . . f ’ d’ mite- lmensional subspaces of X, a 
finitely branching tree F-, a bush function c: F --t 18, a family (fr), EF in 
Ba(X*), and a family (S1)IE,iP of slices of K so that for all a E 5 and n 2 0, 
(a) S,cS,for allpEy7,, 
(b) &am Cgsyz 4B) S, d ~~~~~ 
(cl lb--slI >dfor a0 sE UaEu, B S and XE&~.~~ 4B) SD, 
(d) there is a ~,EG,~,+, with l/y,-x/l <zla, for alf 
xq3E,Yz 0) s,, 
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03 (S,),,,=.+, is Gn+I-~n+I -stabilized with respect to diameters of 
convex combinations, 
(f) Cc,+,, (S,),,,=.+ ,) is ($6, E,, ,)-Auerbach stabilized by 
(&)(j'l=n+ I’ 
Before proving 3.8, we use it to complete the first part of the proof of 
Theorem 2 of the Introduction. If K is as in its hypotheses, we may choose 
6 > 0 so that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.8 hold. Now choosing F-, 0, and 
(Sahtr satisfying the conclusion of Theorem 3.8, we may choose by 
Lemma 3.5 a &bush (w~)~~~ with function CJ so that w, E S, for all c(. 
Then letting W=E5{ w,: a E F}, the hypotheses of Lemma 3.7 are 
fulfilled. Indeed, everything is immediate but possibly the claim that 
WC Y, where Y = lJ,E i Gj. Now for each integer n and a E F,, since 
U’L&E.Y;~pS/i~ we may choose by (d) of 3.8 a y, E G,, i with 
IIw,- y,ll GE,,. Hence letting W,,=co{w,: Ial =n‘} and fixing WE W,,, 
d(w, Y) < d(w, G “+,)<E,. But for mBn, W,c W,,,, hence d(w, Y)<E, for 
all man. Since E, +O as m + cc, WE Y, so also WC Y. Thus we may 
apply Lemma 3.7 to obtain that W is non-dentable and the weak and norm 
topologies on W coincide. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.8. We first note the following simple special case of 
Theorem 2.2. 
Given x E X and S a slice of K, there is a slice s’ of K with S’ c S 
and 1(x - s’ll > $? for all s’ E S’. (57) 
Indeed, we simply apply 2.2 with E = 612 and G = [x] ; choosing S’ c S so 
that (G, S’) is 6/2-stabilized and letting s’ E S’, 
I(x-s')l >d(x,S’)>kdiamS’-~>~-~=~. 
Now we shall construct y as a subset of ym as defined in the discussion 
after Corollary 3.4 (just after Definition 1). 
Let aO=@, TO= {aO}, a(ao) = 1, and S, = K. For convenience set 
G, = (0). Suppose n >/ 0 with F,,, (S,),,, =n and G, defined. Now’lix a with 
IaJ =n. By (2) of Proposition 3.1, we may choose k = k(a), (ol, . . . . c~)= 
(cl(a), . . . . o,Ja))E Ck, and slices (S,, . . . . S,)= (S,(a), . . . . Sk(a)) of K with 
S,c S, for all i and 
(58) 
(Our assumptions imply trivially that k > 1.) Now let y = y, be chosen in 
Cf= L aiS,. By (57), we may choose for each i a slice S,! = S;,i c Si with 
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/Iy-~‘11 >$s for all ~‘ES,!. Suppose then XEC/~=, ajSj. By (58), Ilv-xll < 
E, < 612; hence for any s’ E S:, 
IIX - S’II > $3 - $3 = 6 for all s’ E S,!. (59) 
Now define Yn+, by Y”+, = ((a,i):aEYnaand l<idk(a)}.Thendefine 
+ IR by o(a, i) = a.(a) for all (a, i) E Fn+ ,. Define G,, , by G,, i = 
kiT;{,,: Ial EYE}]. Forall (a, i)EFn+l, set S;Z,ij=Sjr,i. By Theorem 2.2, 
choose slices (Si),,, =,,+ i of K with Si c Sk for all a E Yn+ 1 so that 
(X’),,,=.+, is G,t+r~n+I -stabilized with respect to diameters of convex 
combinations. Finally, by Theorem 2.3, choose slices (S,),,, = n + , of K with 
S,cSi for all aEFn+, and (f,),,,=,,+, in Ba(X*) so that (G,+l, 
W,+.+J is (%~,+J Auerbach stabilized by (f,),,, =n+ I. It then 
follows that (e) and (f) hold and (a)-(d) hold for any a with Ial =n. 
Indeed, fixing aeFm-,, (a) is evident and so is (b) by (58), since SZ,ic Si(a) 
for all 1 <i<<(a). Since Y,EC nisi(a), (58) also yields (d). Part (c) 
follows since (59) holds for all XEC a,S,(a) and 1 < i< k(a). This 
completes the induction step and hence the proof of Theorem 3.8. 1 
Remarks. (1) Our techniques yield another proof that every RNP set is 
the closed convex hull of its denting points (which of course yields that the 
RNP implies the KMP). Indeed, suppose K is a closed bounded convex 
RNP subset of X. It suffices to show that for every E > 0 and slice S of K, 
there exists a slice S’ of K with S’ c S and diam S’ < E. (Then given S a 
slice of K, set S,= S and choose a sequence (S,) of slices of K with 
S, c S,-, and diam S, < l/n for all n = 1, 2, . . . . There exists a unique point 
x E n,?, S,. x is then a denting point of K belonging to S, so K is the 
closed convex hull of its denting points.) Were the above assertion false, we 
could choose a slice S of K and a 6 > 0 so that diam S’ > 46 for all slices S’ 
of K with S’ c S. Now since K has the RNP, every slice of K is dentable. In 
virtue of Lemma 1.5, this implies that K has SCS. Our proof of 
Theorem 3.8 yields that given (a,) as in 3.8, we may choose Y-, (Sor)Xsr, 
and cr so that for all a E Y and n > 0, S, c S and (ak(c) of 3.8 hold. By 
Lemma 3.7, there exists a &bush (w,),,~ with W,ES for all a. Then 
W= W{ w,: a E S} is a non-dentable subset of K, contradicting the 
assumption that K has the RNP. 
(2) Let K be as in Proposition 3.1, V? as in (4) of 3.1, and let W be 
the set of SCS points of K (as defined in the remark following the proof of 
3.1). It is evident that W is a convex subset of K. We claim that eoery mem- 
ber of GfT contains an SCS point of K. Since every weak neighborhood of K 
contains a member of %? (by Lemma 1.5), it follows that W is weakly dense 
and hence by convexity, norm-dense in K. To prove the claim in turn, it 
suffices to prove that every slice S of K contains an SCS point. Fix S a slice 
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of K, let (E,) be a sequence of positive numbers tending to zero, and choose 
a finitely branching tree y, a bush function 0‘: y + R, and a family 
(SI)16,T of slices of K satisfying (a) and (b) of Theorem 3.8 (with SarO= S, 
where rxO is the top-node of y). Let then (w,),,~ be the bush with function 
(T so that w, E S, for all CI. (This exists by Lemma 3.5.) We claim that in fact 
the entire bush (w,),, ,F consists of SCS points; evidently W,,E S, proving 
our claim. Fixing CI, our proof of Lemma 3.5 shows that w, E L,, for all 
n > 1 (as defined in the proof, setting K, = S, for all a). But for each n, L,, 
is then a convex combination of slices of diameter at most E,%, +n~, by (43) 
and (44). Hence w, is an SCS point. 
(3) Let Y be a Banach space and K a norm-closed bounded convex 
subset of Y*. Let us say that K has small combinations of weak* slices 
(abbreviated as o*-SCS) if every weak* slice of K contains a convex com- 
bination of weak* slices of K which is of arbitrarily small diameter. (S is a 
weak* slice of K if S = S(j, a, K) for some nonzero y E Y and a > 0.) All 
our results so far hold in this setting also, which is of course more general 
than the SCS setting. Thus, for example, we obtain exactly as in the proof 
of Proposition 3.1 that if K has w*-SCS, then every weak* slice S of K con- 
tains a convex combination of weak* slices of K, all contained in S, which 
is of arbitrarily small diameter. Our arguments then yield the following 
THEOREM. Let Y be a Banach space and K be a norm-closed bounded 
convex nonempty subset of Y* so that K has co*-SCS and K is not weak*- 
dentable. Then there exists a non-dentable norm-separable closed convex non- 
empty subset W of K so that the weak* and norm topologies on W coincide. 
It follows from Lemma 3.2 and the proof of Proposition 3.3 that if W 
satisfies the conclusion of the theorem, then W has no extreme points. 
(Again, any o*-PC extreme point of W’ must be a w*-denting point, for 
any closed bounded convex W’ contained in Y*.) Let us say that K has the 
weak* small combinations of slices property (the o*-SCSP) if L has o*-SCS 
for every closed convex L contained in W. (It follows as before that K has 
the o*-SCSP if and only if K is w*-strongly regular as defined in [7].) 
Evidently the theorem implies in particular that if Kc Y* and K has the 
co*-SCSP and the KMP, then K has the co*-RNP (that is, every convex 
nonempty subset L of K is weak*-dentable). The latter remarkable result 
follows immediately from the statements of previously known results, and 
we wish to briefly trace its development:In his ground-breaking paper [3], 
J. Bourgain proved that if 1’ does not embed in Y and K has the RNP, 
then K has the o*-RNP. In [2], Bourgain established that if 1’ does not 
embed in Y, then Y* has the o*-SCSP (that is, every closed bounded 
convex subset of Y* has the w*-SCSP). These ideas were developed further 
in [7] to show that if K has the o*-SCSP and the RNP, then K has 
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the o*-RNP. Finally, the recent result of Schachermayer [15] yields 
immediately that if K has the o*-SCSP and the KMP, then K has 
the RNP. 
(4) Let K be a closed bounded convex subset of a Banach space with 
an unconditional basis. Schachermayer obtains in [15] that K fails the 
KMP provided K fails the RNP (i.e., the RNP and KMP are equivalent on 
K). This result is also obtained in [ 141 in the special case where K fails 
the PCP. 
We now treat the proof of the second part of Theorem 2 of the Introduc- 
tion. We first formulate in Theorem 3.9 a result which yields the somewhat 
simpler case of obtaining a subspace Y of X so that Y has an FDD and Y 
fails the RNP, under the assumption that X contains a non-dentable closed 
bounded convex set with SCS. (In view of the first part of Theorem 2, this 
case becomes precisely the deep CPCP case of Theorem 1 of [ 11; 
Theorem 3.9 itself is a reformulation of results proved in Cl].) 
THEOREM 3.9. Let K be a non-dentable closed bounded convex nonempty 
subset of X so that K has SCS. Then there is a 6 > 0 so that for all q > 0, 
there exist a finitely branching tree y-, a bush function a: y- + R, a &bush 
(w,),, ,F with function 0, contained in K, and a bush (gl)ltr with function a, 
contained in q Ba(X), so that defining x, = w, + g, for all a E y-, Y, = [x,,], 
and Y,,,, = [xp-x,: a E yH and p E P??], then ( Y,),“=, is an almost- 
monotone FDD. 
We recall that (Y,),“=, is an almost-monotone FDD if and only if the 
m’s are finite dimensional and there is a sequence of numbers (A,) tending 
to one so that for all n, YE Y,+ ... + Y,, and ZE [Yjlj,., 
IIy(I <A, )I y+zl[. Setting Y= [ Yj];O, it follows if q is sufficiently small 
that Y fails the RNP. Indeed, since (w~)~~~ and ( ga)aEy are bushes with 
respect to the same bush function, (x~)~~~ is also a bush. Now if a E y 
and /? E 9,) then 
lb/?-&II = II(M’p- w,)+ &a- s,)ll >6-211. 
Thus if v] d 6/4, (.Y~)~~~ is a 6/2-bush and evidently x, E Y for all a, so Y 
fails the RNP. 
It seems very unlikely to me that the small perturbing bush (g,), E y can 
be eliminated from Theorem 3.9. The apparent necessity of its existence is 
the reason for the introduction (in [2]) of the rather delicate stability 
result, Lemme 5.10 (Theorem 2.4 above). 
We note in passing that the conclusion of 3.9 could be formulated 
instead in the language of martingale theory. The condition that (w,),,~ 
and (g,), E ,F are bushes with the same bush function then becomes the con- 
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dition that the corresponding sequences of random variables (tin) and (&) 
are martingales with respect to the same increasing sequence of (finite) 
a-fields. 
We next present a “construction” result which essentially contains the 
full information need for Theorem 2 of the Introduction. The result is in 
fact more powerful than needed for Theorem 2 and will be used to obtain 
additional information later. (See the sentences in Section 2 immediately 
following (6)-(9) respectively, for the definitions of the various stability 
statements.) 
THEOREM 3.10. Let K be a non-dentable closed bounded convex non- 
empty subset of X so that K has SCS and let 6 > 0 be such that diam S 2 46 
for all slices S of K. Let 0 < n with n < 612 and (Ed),???,, a decreasing sequence 
of positive numbers with x12 0 ~~ < n/2. Let X’ be a separable subspace of X 
and Z a separable subspace of X*. 
There exist {0}=G0~G,cG2.. . finite-dimensional subspaces of X with 
U Gi 3 X’, F, c F, c F, ‘. .finite-dimensional subspaces of X* with U Fj 2 Z, 
a finitely branching tree Y-, a bush function a: 5 -+ Iw, and a family (Sa)olcr 
of slices of K so that for all a~5 and n>O, letting S,,= (S,),,, =n and 
t, = E,/( # YH + 1 ), then 
(1) for all s, s’ in S,, there is a g E G,,, +, with llgll < tlorl and 
(s-s’ + g) 1 F,,, , 
(2) (a)-(c) of 3.8 hold, 
(3) (G,, ,I?,,) is z,-stabilized by F,, with respect to the norms of linear 
combinations, 
(4) S,, is t,-stabilized with respect to oscillations of F,,, 
(5) (G,, 3,) is (;S, &,)-Auerbach stabilized by some 3,,= (fa)l,,=n 
contained in Ba( F,,), 
(6) sn is G,-En-stabilized with respect to diameters of convex 
combinations (if n B 1). 
Remark. Theorem 3.10 remains valid if we replace E, by r, in (5) and 
(6). On the other hand, we only require E,‘S throghout, to deduce 3.9. The 
~,‘s are needed for the proof of the very last assertion of Theorem 2 of the 
Introduction. 
Before giving the proof of 3.10, we first deduce Theorem 3.9 from 3.10 
(conditions (4)-(6) are not needed for this). 
Let all the objects be chosen as in the conclusion of 3.10. It follows by 
Lemma 3.5 that we may choose a &bush (w&ET with function a so that 
w, E S, for all a E Y. Next we define the perturbation bush (g.), E F. Set 
g,, = 0. Suppose n 2 0 and k,),,, dn has been defined with g, E G, for all a 
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with /cl/ < n. Fix tl E Y”. For each /? E YE, since wp and W, belong to S,, by 
(1) of Theorem 3.10 we may choose an element gP in G, + , so that 
II galI < I,, and (wg-wa+gp) I F,,. (60) 
Next define g, by 
Finally, for each /? E YE, define gP by 
gg=gar+k?s-l?a. 
For all such B, we have that gp E G,, , since G, c G,, i and G, 
linear space. Moreover we have by (61) that 
c m gfi=g,+ c fJ(P) &T-L= if,. 
BEYZ B E -% 
Also we have by (60)-(62) that for all j? E yj, 
ll&Fg%ll=ll&-~g,ll= 1 4rH&-&J <2r,. 
(I Y  E ye II 
Next we have the crucial fact that for all BEL??,, 
+1 
(61) 
(62) 
is a 
(63) 
(64) 
(65) 
Indeed, let f E F,,. By (60) we have for each p E Y, that f(wa - W, + gs) = 0; 
that is, 
f(wJ ‘“mp) +f(&d 
Since f is linear and ~~~~~~~ is a bush with function g, 
fbd=f( 1 
PtYz 
o(P)w,)+f( c o(B)&) 
BEYT 
=f(w,) +f(i?,). 
Hence we deduce that f(g,) = 0. Thus using (62), 
f(wg--w,+gg-g,)=f(wp--~+gs-g,) 
=f(wg-ww,+&)=O, proving (65). 
It follows from (63) that (gr)zEfl is a bush with function g. It follows 
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from (64) that I/g,II < 2 C,“=O r,, < q for all ~1. Indeed, using the notation in 
the proof of Lemma 3.5, if 1~1 =n we have that 
g, = i &!,I - g, ’ 
i= 1 
and hence lIg,ll 6X;=, Ilg,l-g,l-~ll <2X;=, ziel. 
Finally, we must show that ( Y,,),“=O is an almost-monotone FDD. Fix 
n>O, ye Y,+ ... + Y,, and z in the linear span of the Y,‘s for m > n. 
Since (.Y,),~~ is a bush, we have that y E [xllla, =n = [w, + g,],,, =II. Since 
g, E G, for all a E yn-,, we may choose a g E G, and scalars (c,),,, =,1 so that 
Y=g+C,,,=.wa. Since w, E S, for all 01~ y” and (3) of 3.10 holds, we 
have that 
Ii 
g+,&czv.(~ 6(1+&n) Ii( g+,&cc++ 
It follows from (66) that we may choose an f~ Ba(F,,) with 
(66) 
IlYll G (1 +E,)f(Y). (67) 
Now for any m>n, Y, 1 F,,. Indeed we have that F, c F,,- , . But it 
follows from (65) that for any ~~:y~-r and fl~yj, (xp-xx,) I F,,- ,. 
HencealsozIF,,, so weobtainfrom (67) that \I~II<(l+s,)f(~+z)< 
(1 + E,) I\ y + ~11, proving that (Y,),“=, is an almost-monotone FDD. 
We now give the proof of Theorem 3.10. We first require an elementary 
result. 
LEMMA 3.11. Let E > 0, F a nonzero finite-dimensional subspace of X*, 
n k 1, and W,, . . . . W,, bounded nonempty subsets of X so that Osc FI W, <E 
for all i, 1 6 i 6 n. There exists a finite-dimensional subspace G of X so that 
foralliandw,w’in Wi,thereisaginGwithIIglj<~and(w-w’-g)J-F. 
(This is essentially Lemma 18 of Cl].) 
Proof. Choose 0 < r < E so that Osc FI Wi < r for all i. Choose q > 0 so 
that (1 + n) r <E. Choose G c X finite dimensional so that for all cp E F*, 
there is a gcG with Ilgl) <(l +q) llqll and glF=q Suppose 1 <ibn and 
w, w’ belong to Wi. Then 11 (w - w’)~ 1 F(I < r. Hence choose g in G with 
IIgll<(l+~) /J(w-w’)~JF(I<r(l+~)<s and glFG(w-~‘)~lF. Thus 
(w-w’--) 1 F. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.10. Let d, , d,, . . be a countable subset of X and 
Zl , z2, ._. be a countable subset of X* with [dj] = X’ and [z,] = Z. We shall 
construct y as a sub-tree of r-” as in the proof of Theorem 3.8. The top- 
node 01~ is thus the empty sequence 0. Assume without loss of generality 
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that s0 < 6. Using the simplest possible case of Theorem 2.3, choose S a 
slice of K so that S is (26 - s,)-Auerbach stabilized. (This just means that 
llsll > 26 - a0 for all s E S.) Next, using the simplest possible case in the 
proof of Theorem 2.4 (n = 1, G = { 0 I), choose S’ a slice of K with S’ c S 
and f~ Ba(X*) so that lls’[I d (1 + E~)~(s) for all s’, s E S. Set F,, = [f] and 
choose by Lemma 2.1 a slice S, of K with S, c S’ and S, &,-stabilized 
with respect to oscillations of Fo. It follows that (3)-(5) of 3.10 hold for 
n = 0. Now define o(o) = 1. This completes the o th step. 
Now let k 3 0 and suppose for all 0 6 n 6 k, (S,),,, = ,,, G,, F, have been 
constructed and 0: <Fn + IR has been defined so that (3)-(6) hold and also 
(1) and (2) hold for all G( with /cl1 <k. Since in particular (4) holds for 
n = k, by Lemma 3.11 we may choose a finite-dimensional subspace Gk + I 
ofXso that Gk+,3Gk, (1) holds for all c1 with Ial = k, and also 
d k+lEGk+l. (68) 
We now define the k + 1st level of F-, &+ r, and CJ: & + , + R exactly as 
in the proof of Theorem 3.8. (Thus for all tl E &, (T I YE E C(YE).) We then 
obtain a family S’ = (S$),P, =k+ 1 of slices of K so that for all CI E &, 
sgcs, for all /?Ex, (69) 
diam c a(/?) SY, 6 E,+ (70) 
B E .“x 
lb-4 >a for all SE IJ Si and XE c a(/?),!?;. (71) 
PE.Vj PE-6 
Let now the symbol S (with or without sub- or superscripts) denote a 
family of slices of K indexed by $ + , , i.e., S = (S,),,, = k + 1. We set S’ < S if 
S~cSgforall~~~~+,.Setr,+,=~k+,/(#~~+ltl).ByTheorem2.3we 
may choose ,!?‘<S’ andfk+,=(f,),,,=k+, in Ba(X*) so that (G,+,,S’) 
is ($S, sk+ ,)-Auerbach stabilized by fk,, I. By Theorem 2.4 we may choose 
S’,<S’ and I;k+, a finite-dimensional subspace of X with Fk c Fk+ , , 
LEF!i+, for all CIEF~+~, and z~+~EF~+, so that (Gk+r,S3) is zk+,- 
stabilized by Fk+ , with respect to the norms of linear combinations. By 
Lemma 2.1 we may choose S” < S’ so that S” is rk+ ,-stabilized with 
respect to oscillations of Fk+ I. By Theorem 2.2 we may finally choose 
Sk+, <S4sothatS,,,isG,+,-sk+l -stabilized with respect to diameters of 
convex combinations. Thanks to the stability of the statements (69)-(71) 
for all c1 E &, we now obtain that (3)-(6) hold for n = k + 1 while (1) and 
(2) hold for all a with ltll <k + 1. This completes the inductive construc- 
tion. Since (68) holds for all k > 0, (J G, 3 X’ and similarly U Fj 1 Z. It 
follows by induction that all the objects constructed satisfy the conclusion 
of Theorem 3.10, completing its proof. 1 
h07/70/ I-4 
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We next present the proof of the second part of Theorem 2 of the 
Introduction. After this, we conclude matters with a result giving some 
additional consequences of Theorem 3.10. 
Completion of the Proof of Theorem 2 of the Introduction. Let X and K 
be as in its statement. We first observe that we may assume that X is 
separable. Indeed by the proof of the first part of Theorem 2, we obtain a 
norm-separable closed convex non-dentable nonempty subset K’ of K so 
that the weak and norm topologies agree on K’. Then since K’ has the 
PCP, K’ has the SCSP and we can start over, replacing K by K’ and X by 
A” = [K’]. 
Now assuming X is separable, choose 6 > 0 so that the hypotheses of 
3.10 are fulfilled. Chose v, (sj), (G,), (E;i), the tree f-, bush function 
g: 5 + [w, and family of slices (Sl)ze.y satisfying the conclusion of 
Theorem 3.10 (with U,:, G, = X’ = X). By Lemma 3.5, we may choose a 
&bush (ws)xeT with w, E S, for all a. By the proof of Theorem 3.9, we may 
choose a bush (gol)o,cfl with bush function 0 so that defining the x,‘s and 
Y,,‘s as in 3.9, then (Y,),l?=, is an almost-monotone FDD and (x,),,~ is a 
(6 - 2q)-bush with function c so that setting Y= [ Y,],“,O and 
W=cO(x,: t(~ y}, then WC Y. (Thus W is non-dentable.) Moreover, the 
proof yields (cf. (84)) that for all a E r, 
g, E G,,, and II& - g,ll < q,, for all PEAR. 
Next define 6, by 
s,=2 f T; for all k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
i=k 
(Recall that tk = ak/( # yk + 1) for all k. It is important for us that 
(72) 
(73) 
i=k+l 
as k-co.) 
Foreacha,setX,=W{~~:fl>a}and W,=cO{ws:fl>a). Wethenclaim 
that for all cc~F, 
xa = g, + W, + 4,, WX). (74) 
To see this, for y E y let yi denote the unique fi E F with lfl] = i and fl< y 
(for ib 171). Fix k, cr~y~, let n>k and Iyl =n with y>cr. Then 
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n- 1 
xy=xg + 1 Xy’+l -x./ 
i=k 
n-l n-1 
=w,+g,+ 1 (wy'+'-wy')+ c (g,t+l-g,#) 
i=k r=k 
=g,+w,+b,, 
where 6, = C;:,! (g ?,+I - g,,). But by (72) and (73) 
n-l 
llbyll 62 1 ri<dk. 
i=k 
(75) 
(76) 
Thus (75) and (76) yield that 
co{x,:y>o! and IYl=n}cg,+ W,+6,Ba(X), 
which establishes (74). 
We now prove that (*) holds; that is, the weak and norm topologies on 
W coincide. Let x E W and let A: F + R represent x. That is, 
AITnEEC(F”) and XE c rqa)~~ for all n. (77) 
Ial =n 
Relations (77) imply that x is in the closure of Z,,, =n A(cc) X, and hence 
1 rl(a)X, =0 for all n. (78) 
IDLl =n 
We now claim that 1 is asymptotically unique and that 
diam 1 1(01)X,-+0 as n-co. (79) 
131 =n 
Once these claims are established, we obtain that x is a PC of W by 
Lemma 3.6; hence W satisfies (*) of Theorem 2. 
First, we observe that for all n, 
Indeed, this follows from (74) (77), and the convexity of Ba(X). Of course 
(80) yields that 
diam 1 A(m) X, <diam 1 A(a) W,+ 26,. 
111 =n 1x1 = n 
(81) 
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Now suppose (79) is false. Then choose q > 0 so that for infinitely 
many n, 
diam 1 A(a) XX> n. 
Ial = n 
(82) 
Next fix n so that (82) holds. By (81), we have that 
diam 1 A(a) W,>q-26,. 
1511 =n
(83) 
Now W, c S, for all a E 5”. By (6) of Theorem 3.10, we then obtain 
(84) 
(Recall that md(A, B) = inf{ Ila- 611: a E A, b E B).) Indeed, 
md G,, c A(a) W, 
121 =n 
>md(G,,, c 4a)S,) since W, c S, for all a 
111 =n 
>fdiam(lznA(a)S,)c., by(6)of3.10 
>-l2diam 1 A(a) WZ-cn since W, c S, for all a 
Ial =?I 
+a,-!! 
2 2 
by (83 ). 
Now let 0 < y < q/2. Since x E X and the G,‘s are dense. we have for all n 
sufficiently large that 
4x, G,) < Y. (85) 
It follows that for any n satisfying (82) and (85), 
d x- 1 l(a)g,, C A(a) W, 
> 
,1-y-6,-$. (86) 
1x1 =n lb1 = n 
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Indeed, since C,,, =n 1(c() g, belongs to G, by (72), 
d 
( 
x- 1 A(a) g,, 1 4~) Wx 
111 =n 1x1 =n ) 
> md G ( nr C l(a) + Y by (85) 
III =” 
>;+,+ by (84). 
However, by (78) and (80) 
d 
( 
.x- 1 4~) g,, c 4~) W, 66,z for all n. (87) 
IZI =n lIl =n ) 
Combining (86) and (87), we obtain that 6, > q/2--y-6,-&,/2 for 
infinitely many n’s, hence 0 2 v/2 - y, contradicting our choice of y. Hence 
(79) holds. 
It remains to show that II is asymptotically unique. Let I’ represent x 
and fix n. For each tl with lclj= n, choose y,, y: E fa so that 
x= c A(a) y, = 1 l’(a) y;. 
la/ = n 1x1 =n 
Next, since (80) remains valid upon taking o*-closures in X**, choose 
(s,),,~ =n and (s:),,~ =n in n,,,=. fix and u, u’ in 6, Ba(X**) so that 
1 A(a) Ya= 1 4a) g,+ c 4a)Kz+u 
IX =n INI =” Ial =n 
CA’(a) y;= C A’(a) g,+ C L(a) sk+u’. 
lul =n lcL/ = n 
Now choose, by (5) of Theorem 3.10, (f,),,, =n in BaJF,) so that (G,, 3,) is 
($6, s,)-Auerbach stabilized by (f& =“, where S, = (S,),,, =,; that is, 
setting k, = # Y” and K = 26, then (53b)-(53d) hold and also f, I G, for 
all a with JaJ =n. 
Using the latter and the above equalities, we have for each a with Ial =n 
that 
o= A c (aY).Y,-~‘(Y)Y$) 
I ( IYI =n )I 
B Na).f&) -J’(a) L(s,)l -A’(a) IfAs,) -fJd)I 
- (yl J+. (4Y) If&)l + A’(Y) IK(Q I- Ifa( - Ifa( 
2 IA(a) - A’(a)1 (26) - A’(a) E,, - 2&,/k, - 26, 
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by (53b)-(53d), our choice of u and u’, and the fact that W, c S, for all a. 
Summing over all a in T”, we obtain that 
02 IlnIFn-A’19J/, (9-E,-2&,-226,/C,. 
That is, 
In view of the comment following (73), we thus obtain that 
111 Iyn - 1’ ( rnll 1 --* 0 uniformly over all 2’ representing x, so L is 
asymptotically unique. The proof of Theorem 2 of the Introduction is now 
complete. a 
For the formulation of our last result, let us recall that given a finitely 
branching tree r, a subset y of y is called a brunch if y is a maximal 
linearly ordered subset. It is evident that y is a branch if and only if there is 
a sequence (a,)2 , in 5 with y = (ai: i=O, 1,2, . ..) and Iail = i for all i. 
(Moreover if y is a sub-tree of y-“, then a branch in y simply 
corresponds to an infinite sequence of integers.) Recall that if E c L are 
convex sets, we say that E is extremal in L if whenever I,, l2 are in L and 
(11 + 1,)/2 is in E, then l,, l2 are in E. Also, for a,, a, 80 and ila 1, we 
write u, k a2 if a, < La, for i # j. Finally, for a Banach space Y and subset 
W of Y*, W* denotes the weak* closure of W. 
THEOREM 3.12. Let K and 6 be as in Theorem 3.10 with X separable. 
There exist afinitely branching tree 5 and a &bush (w@)~~~ contained in K 
with the following-properties (where W, = W{ wg: j > a} and W= W,): 
(1) W has no extreme points. 
(2) For each branch y in Y-, E, is extremal in m, where 
E,= f-l,,, Rx. Hence E, r~ Ext @‘# a. 
(3) Let r denote the set of branches of Y. Then Ext vc U,, r E,. 
(4) For all k, y 1, . . . . yk in r, ej in E,,, 1 Q i < k, scalars c, , . . . . ck, and x 
in X, 
(5) 6 maxl,l=. lc,I < Il~lzl=n~,~~ll for ~11 n and scalars (c,),~,=,,. 
(6) For all extreme points e,, e,, . . . of m and scalars c,, c2, . . . with 
C c, = 1 and ci 2 0 for all i, 
d(z, ciei~X)~6syP Icil. 
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(7) For all E > 0, there exists an n, so that for all n b n,, scalars 
(c,),,, =n7 and e, E fig n Ext W, 
(8) There exist a separable Banach space Y and an isometric linear 
into-embedding T: X -+ Y* so that the weak* and norm topologies coincide 
on T W. For each y E r, let E: = n, E y TW,* . Then Ei is a singleton {e,> with 
e,#e,. $y#y’for all y,y’~r and ExtTW*={e,:yEr}. ExtTW* is 
weak*-closed and &Auerbach over TX. That is, for all x E TX, distinct 
e,, . . . . ek in Ext TW* and scalars cl, . . . . ck, 6 max Jcil < 11.x + C c,e,l(. 
(9) Ifin addition R is weak*-metrizable, then for all branches y E r, E, 
is a singleton {e,} with ey E Ext E and Ext f? is weak*-closed. 
Before giving the proof of this result we give some comments about its 
motivation. Our object is to find precise information about a “controlled” 
non-dentable closed convex subset W of K. The purpose of conditions (2), 
(3), and (6) is to identify the extreme points of W. (4) implies in particular 
that the cardinality of Ext W is at least as large as the continuum. It also 
implies that if eY E E, for all y E r, then (ey)7E ,- is a biorthogonal system in 
X**, uniformly separated from X. Precisely, we obtain a family of 
functionals (f,), E r contained in X*** so that for all y, f,(e,)= 1, 
11 fJ 6 l/6, f,(e,) = 0 if c( # y, and f, I X. Of course if (9) holds, we thus 
obtain that Ext W forms a biorthogonal set separated from X. Part (5) 
asserts that the levels of the bush (w,),,~ are uniformly Auerbach. (We do 
not know if general non-dentable sets admit such a bush.) Condition (6) 
yields in particular that d(e, X) 3 6 for all e E Ext W. It also implies that 
e-co Ext W, the o-convex hull of Ext W, is disjoint from X. (Recall that 
o-co L = {C oili: 1; EL and (TV > 0 for all i with C rri = 1 }.) Condition (7) 
yields that the Banach-Mazur distances of the spans of the levels of the 
bush (w,Ly are arbitrarily close to the spans of certain subsets of Ext i? 
If (9) holds, we can of course go backwards; that is, the span of any finite 
subset of Ext W is arbitrarily close in Banach-Mazur distance to the span 
of a subset of some level of the bush. Part (8) implies condition (1) in a 
strong way. Indeed, if x E Ext TW, then by 3.2 and the proof of 3.3, x is a 
weak*-denting point of TW. But W and hence TW are not dentable, so 
Ext TW= Ext W= 121, Of course it also follows that (1) implies the first 
part of (8). However, the extra information in (8) yields in a sense the 
“tightest” manner in which W can be afhnely-isometrically embedded as a 
weak*-dense subset of a weak*-compact convex set L, namely L =m*. 
By standard topological results, it follows that W is a weak*-G, subset of 
W and also TW is a weak*-G, subset of L. As noted in remarks at the end, 
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our proof shows that Ext L is (weak*) a Cantor discontinuum with each 
point weakly exposed in L. It is also worth pointing out that one cannot in 
general choose a non-dentable WC K with m weak*-metrizable. For 
example, the separable Banach space B constructed by J. Hagler in [9] has 
the property that B* is nonseparable with the Schur property. Thus since 
I’ does not embed in B, B* has the o*-SCSP by a result in [2], yet B* 
fails the RNP. Suppose then K is a closed bounded convex non-dentable 
nonempty subset of B* (which exists, of course). If W is any non-dentable 
closed nonempty subset of K, then W is not weakly compact and hence 
since B* has the Schur property, by the “Rosenthal l’-theorem,” W con- 
tains a sequence equivalent to the usual II-basis (6,). But then m contains 
a subset weak*-homeomorphic to A” in I ‘**, where A = {b,, b,, . ..}. A” is of 
course homeomorphic to /?N, the Stone-CeEh compactilication of the 
integers, so is not metrizable. 
Proof of Theorem 3.12. In case K is weak*-metrizable, choose Z a 
separable subspace of X* inducing the weak* topology on E (That is, Z 
separates the points of E.) Set X’= X, and choose all the objects as 
specified in Theorem 3.10. In particular, if II > 0 and G,, L?,, and 
TM,= (fi),,,=. satisfy (5) of 3.10, we have for all !xEY~ that 
f,(s) a $6 for all s E S, (884 
If,(s)1 6 En/( # K,) for all SE~J {SB: IpI =n and B#LY} (88b) 
f-2 1 G,. u93c) 
As in the previous arguments, we obtain a &bush (w,),, r with function cr 
so that w, E S, for all c1 E Y. Our previous work shows that Ext W= 0. To 
prove (2), we shall show that there exists for each y E r an f, E Ba(X***) 
so that letting M, = sup f,( w), 
M,>S (894 
E,= {WE iv:f,(w)=M,} (89b) 
f.!(w) =o forallwEXandallwEU {@,:aE$andcr#r}. (89~) 
Thus E, is a face of @ so it is extremal in @. Since E, is nonempty weak*- 
closed, we obtain that @ # Ext E, c Ext @. Also (89) yields that 
f,(e)=0 for all eEU {E,.:y’~f and r’#y}. (90) 
Parts (4) and (6) are immediate consequences of the existence of (f,),,, 
satisfying (89). Now fix y in r and let yi denote the unique member a of Y 
with acy and la\ = i (i=O, 1, 2, . ..). For all aEF-, let M, = sup f,( W), 
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where the fi’s are chosen in F,,, satisfying (88) (for 1~11 = n, n = 0, 1, . ..). It is 
trivial that M, 2 $6 for all a. Now define M, by 
M, = lim M,,. 
i-r x (91) 
Evidently (89a) holds. Next choose i( 1) < i(2) < . . . so that lim, _ ~ M,,,,, = 
MY. Finally, let f, be a weak*-cluster point in X*** of the sequence 
(f,,,,,),?: i . Now fixing k and g E Gk, we have that f,,,,,(g)=0 for all j> k. 
Hence f,(g) = 0. Since IJ G, = X, f, I X. Next, suppose [XI= k and (Y $ y. 
Now let n> k and set g,,= {/I: D>u and Ifi/ =n}. We have that if 
/I E cU;.,, then since j3 # y,,, 
IfJw,l <E,/#%<& for all UJE qD by (88b). (92) 
But we also have that Gz = co{ pD: /I E $,}. Hence (92) holds for all 
b1’E I@= as well. But then fixing w  E W,, lim, _ in fY,nl(w) = 0; hence 
f,(w) = 0. Thus (89~) is proved. 
Next, we observe that for all n and o! E fn, M, = sup{fJ Wp): I/l/ = n>. 
Since sup If,( W,)l GE, by (88) if P#a, we have that 
M, = sup fi( W, ). 
But since (Sfi),li,=n is &,-stable with respect to oscillations of F,,, we have 
fJw)>M,-E, for all WE W,. (93) 
This implies that 
f&,@) 3 M, ,,,I - &ici) for all w  E IV?,(,,. (94) 
Let e E E,. Since e E pY, for all i, we have by (94) that j?,(e) >, M,. But of 
course sup fY( IV) < limi _ o3 M,! = M,. This establishes that M, = sup fY( m) 
and & = M, on E,. Finally, suppose w  E m and f,,(w) = M,. Now choose 
II: F + R representing w. That is, for all n, i ( 5” E C(YJ and 
WE&,,=.~(C~) mX. But for all n,j;I 6’RzO if 1011 =n, a$y,. Thus, choos- 
ing +, E mX with w  = x,,, = n I(X) i+% and setting c, = f,($,J, we have that 
M, = @J c,. Since c,< M,, this is not possible unless A(y,,) = 1. Thus 
w  E pXn for all n, so w  E E,. This completes the proof that f, satisfies (89) 
and hence the proof of (2). 
The proof of (3) is not nearly so delicate. Let e E Ext it. We choose 
(Yi);"= I with YidYz+l, IYil =i, and eE pY, for all i. Thus setting 
y= {yi: i= 1,2, . ..>. e E E,. Since WJo = W, ec WY0 trivially. Suppose yi 
chosen with e E p,,,. Since @?, = co{ W,: /3~ qj}, and e E Ext II’,,, there is a 
Y ,+, ET, with e& qY,+,. This proves (3). Part (5) follows immediately from 
(5) of Theorem 3.10, that is, from the fact that $n = (S,),,,=,, is &Auerbach 
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stabilized and w, E S, for all a. Part (7) follows from (3) of Theorem 3.10. 
Indeed, choose n, so that E, ds if n 2 n,. Since F,, is a finite-dimensional 
subspace of X*, we have for any S; s” E ?!n and scalars (c,),,, =n that 
This implies (7) since ti = (w,),,, =n and e’= (ear)lU,=,l both belong to fn. 
Let us next prove (9). We have that for all y E r, letting y = fyi: 
i= 0, 1,2, . ..} with lyij = i for all i, then 
lim OsczlS,~= lim OsczjW,~=O forall ZE [ F,. (96) n-cc n - o? n=O 
Indeed, it suffices to prove this for all z with j/z(I < 1 and ZE lJ,“=o Fn. Fix 
k, z E Ba(F,). Then for all n > k, Fk c F,, and so Osc z ) W, d Osc z 1 S, < E, 
for all a with IaI =n, by (4) of Theorem 3.10. This proves (96). 
Next define L, by L, = np”= i s,,. Evidently L, 3 E,. Since Osc z I S, = 
Osc i 1 S, for all a, (96) yields immediately that 
OscilL,=O for all z~x. (97) 
n=O 
Now assume that J? is weak*-separable. Then fixing y E r, our choice of 
Z ensures that L, is a singleton. Indeed, otherwise we choose e, # e2 in L,, 
then choose z E Z with z(ei) # z(e2). Hence Osc i) L,, # 0, contradicting 
(97). Letting eY be the unique member of L,, we have, since $, 3 s,, 3 . . . 
and s,, is a weak* slice of k, that e, is an extreme point of K. 
To finish (9), we need to show that Ext m is weak*-closed. We may 
regard r as a subset of Q = (0, 1 }” by defining, for each y E r and a E F, 
y(a) = 1 if a E y and y(a) = 0 otherwise. Of course Q is a compact metrizable 
space in the topology of point-wise convergence. In fact, Q is 
homeomorphic to the Cantor set and f is then a compact subset of 52 (also 
homeomorphic to the Cantor set). We define a map e: r + Ext @ by 
e(y) = eY for all y. We have already established that e is 1-l and onto. We 
need only prove that e is continuous (where Ext w  is of course endowed 
with the weak* topology). Now fix y E r and let y= {cti: i=O, 1,2, . . . with 
Iail = i and ai < ai+ 1 for all i}. For each i, define Ui t & by 
ui= {wEit:fa,(W)>M,,-2&,}. (98) 
Evidently Ui is weak*-open in @ and Ui~ i?,, by (93). Hence E, E U,. Our 
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proof of (2) shows that fiy: i oj= E, = (e(y)). (Indeed, if u E n2, oi, then 
&(u)~M~, hence UE Ey.) This implies that {(7;= i Ui: k= 1, 2, . ..} is a 
neighborhood base for e(y) in the weak* topology. To prove that e is con- 
tinuous at y, we need only show that for each i, there is an open Vi c r 
with e( V,) c Ui. Simply let Vi = (y’ E r: rxi E y’}. If y’ E Vi, then e(y’) E pX,. 
That is, e( Vi) c pa, c Ui, completing the proof. 
Now to obtain (8), set Y=u,?,F, and define T:X+ Y* by 7’x=1( Y 
for all x E X. We easily obtain from (3) of Theorem 3.10 that T is an (into)- 
isometry. Indeed, fix k and g E G,. Then for all n > k, 11 g/l < (I+ E,) 
)lg I FJ. Hence /IgIl < 1121 YII = 1) Tgl/, proving this assertion. The proof that 
the weak* and norm topologies coincide on TW follows from the proof 
of the first part of Theorem 2 of the Introduction. Thus, given M’E W, 
we choose i: F + R representing w. That is, A I yn E C(yn,) and 
w  E&, =n A(U) @a for all FL It follows that for all n, w  E& =n A(U) W,, 
which in turn implies TwczClorlcn A(X) TW,*. Our proof of Theorem 2 of 
the Introduction showed that lim,, 3c diam Cla, =n A(U) W, = 0. By the 
continuity of T, it follows that lim,, ~ diam & =n A(a) TW,* =O. Now 
the weak* analogue of Lemma 3.7 yields that w  is a weak*-PC of TW*; 
thus the weak* and norm topologies coincide on TW. Next it follows just 
as in the proof of (2) of Theorem 3.12 that Ei is extremal in TW* for all y. 
We have that f, E Y, hence we may regard 3g as being a member of Y ** for 
all a. Fix y and let f,’ be a weak*-cluster point in Y** of (&,,,),:, . The 
same argument as in the proof of (2) shows (letting M, be as in the 
argument for (2)) that 
M, = supf,‘(TW*) (99a) 
E;= {xETW*:&‘(X)=M,} Wb) 
f,'(z) = 0 for all ;E TX and all z~u {m,*:a$y, aer}. (99~) 
It follows that E; is extremal and EkExt TW* # Qr. Moreover the same 
argument as for (3) shows that Ext TW* c UVE,-EY. It follows easily from 
(96) that E; is a singleton for all y. Indeed, we have for z E Y and a E F 
that 
Oscz( W,=OsciJTW,=OsciITW,* 
(here regarding P E Y * *), which yields that Osc i 1 Ei = 0, and so Ei is a 
singleton by the definition of the weak* topology on Y*. Letting 
{e,} = E,‘, ey is thus an extreme point of TW*. The proof that Ext TW* is 
weak*-closed is practically the same as the one for the analogous result in 
(9). We simply define e: I-+ Ext TW* by e(y) = ey for all y. Then e is l-l, 
onto, and continuous, so Ext TW* is weak*-closed (and homeomorphic to 
r). The final assertion of (8) follows immediately from (99ak(99c). Indeed, 
(99~) yields that f?‘(e,,.) = 0 and also f;,’ I TX for all y and y’ # y in r. 1 
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Remark. The proof of (8) yields that if Q = Ext m*, then s2 is weak*- 
homeomorphic to the Cantor set and each o E Sz is a weakly exposed point 
of TW* with an exposing functional f, orthogonal to TX such that 
((o,f,,): WGQ} is a biorthogonal system with b-uniform separation. The 
latter (being the same as saying that 52 is &Auerbach over X) implies 
immediately that (a-co a) n TX = @. We may also refine the proof of (8) 
to obtain in addition that R c Ext TW*, as in (9). Again, assuming K is 
weak*-metrizable (which of course is the case if X* is separable), our proof 
of (9) yields that Ext @ is weak*-homeomorphic to the Cantor set and 
each member of Ext m is a weakly exposed point of I% 
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